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THE RETURN

The airship floated gracefully in the bright blue sky. Its stream-lined balloon of shining
silver fabric displaying the Great King’s emblem, a golden crown above a cross, glistened
in the noon-day sun. Suspended from this cigar-shaped balloon by strong steel cables
hung the cabin with its passenger seats and pilot's controls. Beneath this small compact
structure, which held seating for only four people, were the engine and fuel tanks, whilst at
the rear whirled the propeller driving the craft forward.!

Flinthard Grudge sat at the controls and gazed with unseeing eyes into the azure sky. His
mind browsed upon past events, incredible happenings which, had someone foretold, he
would never have believed possible. Yet these things had occurred and indeed brought
him to his present situation. There he was, floating in the sky above the steep and wide
range of mountains which separated Joyland from Grumbleland. These, which by human
ability alone were impassable, he had crossed travelling from the land of gloom and death
to the land of light and life. This he had accomplished by passing through a series of
subterranean chambers undergoing many dangers and hardships.!
At first it appeared to him that his adventures were unforeseen and accidental. But soon
he discovered that this was not the case at all. That indeed everything was foreknown by
the Great King and even the awful dangers and difficulties were turned to Mr Grudge's
ultimate benefit. And now his Majesty had honoured him with recruitment into his service.
He had been enlisted into the Royal Army and endowed with a commission which carried
with it heavy responsibility and great danger. His mission was to return to Grumbleland
and proclaim the Great King's message of pardon and forgiveness to all who would turn
from their wrongdoing and accept him as their Sovereign.!
Mr Grudge had embarked in this mini airship in the early morning to the waves and cheers
of his many friends including Mayor Laidback who made an encouraging speech on his
behalf and who was indeed waiting for his own commission from the Great King. The only!
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other passenger aboard was Brutus who, having curled up on the rear seat, snored
contentedly in deep sleep, his bulldog jowls quivering. Up to now the flight had been
uneventful. Conditions were ideal with no air turbulence at all. A slight breeze stirred a few
small cotton-wool clouds which moved like little ships across the vast ocean of blue sky.
Three thousand feet below were the razor-sharp peaks of the mountain ranges protruding
skywards and extending as far as the eye could see. Their threatening appearance was
like a massive herd of spike-backed dragons waiting to devour any unfortunate craft to
come within their reach.!
He patted the breast pocket of his coat and gave a little smile as he felt the shape of the
glowing book. Remembering how it had provided him with strength, encouragement and
guidance on so many past occasions, he sighed. But then his face became momentarily
clouded as he thought about Grumbleland and the dangers and uncertainty which lay
ahead. However his smile soon returned as he reasoned that what the glowing book had
performed for him in the past it would most assuredly do in the future too. !
Three miles ahead and directly in Mr Grudges path lay a high mountain on the summit of
which stood a Grimbol lookout tower. Because the Grimbols were sworn enemies of the
Great King and in the service of President Lucifer the evil dictator, they went to any lengths
to disrupt and interfere with His Majesty's purposes and did all they could to destroy his
servants. To these creatures of darkness the brilliant sunshine was intolerable, so
therefore, they remained inside their mountain top towers connected to the underground
world by passages. From here they scanned the sky in every direction through windows of
darkened glass. They also kept vultures which were trained to carry messages between
the various lookout posts keeping them informed about any passing craft.!
Mr Grudge watched a flock of birds winging their way lazily across the airship's path. "I
wonder where they are going” he said to himself. "I expect they are looking for somewhere
to roost for…" His words were suddenly interrupted by a loud explosion on the starboard
side. The blast shook the tiny cabin so powerfully that Brutus was dislodged from his
comfortable seat, rudely awakened and filled with fear. In a very few seconds Flinthard
Grudge had gathered enough composure to glance through the starboard window in time
to see the blazing remains of a gunpowder-fueled rocket which had exploded a mere thirty
yards from the cabin. Its fiery fragments plummeted earthwards emitting much smoke as
they fell. Barely had he grasped what had happened when there was a second explosion,
this time on the port side. This was immediately followed by a third only forty yards in front
of the craft. Soon there were violent bangs all around, beneath and above. it was as
though the little airship was being buffeted by some dreadful storm.!
Mr Grudge intuitively knew that it was the Grimbols who were behind this ferocious attack
and were bent on making him their target. Following the natural instinct for selfpreservation he lay flat on the cabin floor. Fully aware of the danger, he knew that a direct
hit on the cabin may not necessarily finish him. The bulk of the airship was composed of
the cigar-shaped balloon which therefore made the easiest target. This was filled with
highly inflammable hydrogen gas. It only required a rocket to explode close enough and
everything would go up, or should I say down, in flames, including Flinthard Grudge!!
He lay in a state of utter helplessness, trembling with fear, whilst the explosions echoed in
his ears. Brutus crouched by his side whining piteously and licking his master's face. As far
as physical action was concerned they were quite helpless having no weapon with which
to defend themselves. But this target for evil foes, this victim of unrighteous enemies did
have a weapon which was far more effective than anything invented by men or Grimbols.
Mr Grudge could pray! This mighty weapon he had learned to use quite naturally, or should
I say spiritually? It had become an integral part of his being from the very moment he had
believed in the Great King and had proven to be the key to his deliverance from danger on
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several past occasions. Therefore, summoning all his strength, in powerful and fervent
prayer he called upon the Almighty to deliver him. !
When he had fallen on the cabin floor the glowing book had shot from his pocket. It now
lay open before him and he hadn't even touched it. Focussing his eyes upon the open
page he stared in amazement. His heart began to pound with joyful excitement as he read
the following verses: !
“He Will Cover You With His Feathers And Under His Wings You Will Find Refuge. His
Faithfulness Will Be Your Shield And Rampart. You Will Not Fear The Terror Of Night, Nor
The Arrow That Flies By Day, Nor The Pestilence That Stalks In The Midday. A Thousand
May Fall At Your Side, Ten Thousand At Your Right Hand, But It Will Not Come Near You.
You Will Only Observe With Your Eyes And See The Punishment Of The Wicked.”1!
He had no sooner read these words when there was a colossal explosion which extended
into a multiplicity of bangs. These came from immediately below and caused such violent
turbulence that the little craft shook him from stem to stern. When Mr Grudge had
recovered from the initial shock he managed to regain his feet and look out of the port side
window to be greeted by a most terrible and spectacular sight. What had previously been a
majestic mountain was now a mass of burning rubble. The massive explosion had caused
its interior which was honeycombed with Grimbol passages to disintegrate. This in turn
had destroyed the lookout tower on the summit. All of this was now slipping down to the
valley bottom in a great landslide.!
It didn't take Mr Grudge long to work out what had happened. There had been an initial
explosion, probably only a small one, in a rocket silo. This had caused a chain-reaction
which passed through the whole system of silos igniting all the munitions and the massive
store of gunpowder which had caused the subsequent destruction of the enemy in that
particular place. He had seen the promise he had read only seconds before in the glowing
book fulfilled before his very eyes. !
“You Will Only Observe With Your Eyes And See The Punishment Of The Wicked.” !
Despite the multitude of missiles launched at him not one had found its target! So filled
with wonder and amazement was he that for a few minutes he was speechless, but not for
long. When the realisation of what had happened dawned upon him in all its fullness he
began to shout praises to the Almighty and His Son the Great King. He could not contain
his joy and much to the bewilderment of Brutus began to leap up and down on the seats.
Soon his shouts of praise became a spontaneous hymn of adoration which poured with
fluency from his lips:!
"ALL PRAISE TO HE WHO REIGNS ON HIGH.!
THE LORD OF LAND AND SEA AND SKY!
WHOSE OUTSTRETCHED HAND SO WELL PERFORMS,!
HIS HANDIWORK THE EARTH ADORNS.!
WHO BRINGS ALL EVIL POWERS TO NOUGHT,!
BUT SAVES HIS OWN THOSE WHOM HE BOUGHT.!
THE RANSOM PRICE NONE ELSE COULD PAY.!
HE KEEPS THEM SAFE BY NIGHT AND DAY.!
JUST AS A SHEPHERD TENDS HIS SHEEP,!

1

Psalm 91:4-8
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THE GREAT KING TOO HIS OWN DOES KEEP.!
NO WICKED FORGE SHALL EVER STAND,!
THAT TRYS TO PLUCK THEM FROM HIS HAND.!
FOR SAFE ARE THEY WHOSE TRUST HE OWNS,!
AND DEATH CANNOT RETAIN THEIR BONES.!
ON THAT GREAT DAY AT GOD'S COMMAND,!
THE DEAD SHALL RISE, THEIR BODIES STAND,!
AND FROM THEIR LONG AND DREAMLESS REST,!
HE‘LL CATCH THEM UP INTO HIS BREAST.!
SO PRAISE HIM THEN WHO REIGNS ON HIGH.!
THE LORD OF LAND AND SEA AND SKY!"!
Suddenly he felt very tired. He had experienced a whole gamut of emotions. Shock, fear,
apprehension and stress had been transformed into hope, understanding, joy and finally
ecstatic adoration. All of this had happened in a very short time and took its toll leaving him
emotionally drained and physically exhausted. He checked the compass and when
satisfied that the craft was on the correct course put the engine on automatic pilot and then
stretched himself out on the double seat at the rear. Soon he fell into a deep and
dreamless sleep, dead to the world.!
He awoke to the sensation of something warm and wet moving across his face. It was
Brutus's tongue. Sitting up he rubbed his eyes. The sun was starting to sink beyond the
mountains turning the sky crimson. Because it was still quite light and clear he could see
for many miles. Then he noticed how murky the horizon ahead was, as though the clear air
had been met with a sudden and vast wall of fog. Now he understood. The little craft was
fast approaching the outer perimeter of Grumbleland!!
While still over the mountains, just before reaching Grumbleland’s polluted skies he began
to recognise places he was familiar with from his prospecting days. He even noticed the
pine grove where he had pitched his tent on that eventful day when he had tumbled head
over heels down the pit which led him to Hell's mouth and the start of his incredible
adventure. He tried to recapture all the exciting and wonderful happenings that had
brought him to his present situation. He marvelled at the grace and goodness of the
Almighty.!
The Great King had commissioned him with the noble task of bringing Grumbleland under
his Majesty's jurisdiction by making known to its inhabitants his offer of free pardon for all
offences, no matter how wicked the offenders may have been. All that his Highness
required was for every individual to repent and believe in him. Mr Grudge was to begin his
work in his hometown of Gripetown and therefore the best place to land the airship was
the open area of the public park. Steering between two familiar hilltops he knew that he
was on course for the park.!
The fog swirled around him and with it came all the memories of his past in that dreadfully
oppressive land. Having been away for so long and experienced the pleasures of Joyland
he had actually forgotten what a place of misery Grumbleland was. He pulled the
drawstring which released gas from the balloon and the airship gradually descended.
Through a break in the fog he could see the park just ahead and had almost reached his
goal when the fog came down in a thick blanket. "Too late to ascend again now!” he said
with an anxious tone. "I must just hope for ..." Before he could complete the sentence
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there was a dull thud which rocked the cabin and almost dislodged him from his seat. He
had already stopped the motor but due to its momentum the craft continued on a little way
until it hit the ground, then slithering and bouncing came to a halt.!
He had landed safely. First offering a prayer of thankfulness he took stock of what had
happened. Aware of having collided with something he wondered what. After releasing the
remainder of the gas from the balloon he took his travelling bag and a new top hat given to
him by the Great King. Outwardly this fine head-piece looked like any ordinary hat, but
internally had a frame of light, strong steel and crown of the same substance. This would
protect his head from the hardest blow. Curious to know what the airship had hit he
retraced its course along the ground. By now darkness had fallen and it was black as
pitch. Suddenly he stumbled over something, almost falling flat. Shining his torch on the
object responsible for this undignified and involuntary action he recoiled in horror. Staring
back at him from the muddy ground was the evil face of President Lucifer!!
Yes, the airship had made contact with that lofty statue of Grumbleland's dictator, severing
the head from its neck. Now it stared at him with Lucifer's typically vindictive leer so
skilfully captured in marble by its sculptor. "Well bless my soul," said Mr Grudge with a
chuckle, "I've beheaded the President!" Then shining the torch up towards the now
headless figure high on its column he continued, "Well Brutus, I never thought of Lucifer as
one to lose his head!" With that he roared with laughter as he contemplated what the evil
one's reactions would be once he learned of this most undignified end to his most dignified
image.!
He would be furious and vent his anger on any unfortunates, even among his own people,
who happened to get in his way. But what would he do to the real culprit if he caught him?
Mr Grudge’s laughter stopped and a shudder ran through him as his imagination began to
paint vivid pictures. "I must hide the airship as quickly as possible," he said with panic in
his voice. Although it was only a small craft it was too large to handle alone. He would
need help and would simply have to trust in the good-will of past associates. He could
hardly call them friends for he had never had the inclination to start friendships with
anyone during his past life in Grumbleland. Friendship requires trust and this was
something alien to Grudge family tradition. He prayed and afterwards felt his proposed
intention was the right course to take and so without further ado he headed for the park
exit and Barley Stil's bar.!
Gripetown had not changed. Its depressive atmosphere came out to meet him. Just like a
huge invisible octopus of gloom and foreboding it wrapped its clammy tentacles around his
being. His natural inclination was to return to Joyland, but he had had a commission from
the Great King which he must fulfil. In addition to this he had something in his heart that
was bigger than all of Grumbleland's sadness, something he had received during his
terrible ordeal at Hell's mouth. In response to the angel's message he had placed his trust
and found faith in the Great King and his completed work. In so doing he had obtained
something indestructible. Something that, even though everything and everyone around
him was dark, drear and without hope, produced in him a sure and certain conviction, an
assurance of ultimate victory for righteousness and truth with evil destroyed for ever. It was
this indefinable something, this light in his soul which gave him the motivation to press on
through Gripetown's negative and unwelcoming atmosphere.!
Soon he stood at the door of Barley Stil's bar. He swung it open and the smells of stale
beer, tobacco smoke and sweat assaulted his nose, whilst the raucous clamour of voices
stung his ears. He had been so long away from these unsavoury conditions and living in
such desirable ones that he had forgotten what they were like. Not only that, he had also
become so changed that what had previously been so natural to him had now become
repugnant and he wondered how he had ever lived in that way!!
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His gaze swept the room and took in the scene before him. Nearby were sat two men at a
table arm-wrestling. A common pastime in Gripetown where the loser had to buy the
drinks. All around were groups of men and women gambling with cards. Some would leave
devoid of money and some even their coats. In one corner sat a fortune-teller skilfully
winning her customer's approval and cash by telling them those things which in their semidrunkeness they were pleased to hear. Lying here and there on the floor were those who
had over indulged in drink. Oblivious to their surroundings they must remain on the
sawdust until the following morning brought them its rewards for their excesses in the form
of pounding heads, upset stomachs and in the worst cases the involuntary shaking of body
and limbs.!
He peered through the smoke-laden air at the bar which was situated at the opposite end
of the room. There he could see Barley Stil. As always the dapper little man with lightning
movements dashed from one customer to the next serving mugs of frothy ale. Also at the
bar was the tall slender form of Ivor Brush the sweep engaged in conversation with Rusty
Last, the cobbler, and Fred Bear, the local tailor.!
Mr Grudge made a bee-line for these old acquaintances. They had their backs towards
him and therefore did not see him approach. Barley Stil, however, who was behind the bar
and in the process of filling a mug with stout, happened to raise his head. The little man's
eyes widened with amazement until they were like saucers. Incredulous, he was rooted to
the spot his mouth agape and speechless. Even the beverage flowing from the now
overfilled pot onto the floor did not immediately bring him to his senses. Ivor Brush was the
first to notice the shock-frozen barman. He instantly turned to see what had created such a
phenomenon as this, a landlord wasting his substance! The sight of Mr Grudge caused
him to spill his beer into the lap of Rusty Last whose spiky red hair bristled with anger and
shock. He jumped to his feet and in so doing knocked over the table showering Fred Bear
with beer.!
Strange as it may seem, these outlandish happenings escaped the observation of most
people present. This was due in part to them being so engrossed in their gambling and
other activities and also to their befuddled condition caused by overindulgence in alcohol,
not to mention the noisy clamour.!
All four men were quite speechless. Barley Stil was first to find his voice, possibly because
he had been the first to see Mr Grudge and the shock had a few seconds longer to run its
course. "F... F... Flinthard G... Grudge!" he stammered. You're supposed to be dead! Is it
really you?" "It's me alright" he replied, "and I've such a lot to tell you; can we speak in
private?” Leaving the serving to his barmaids Barley Stil instructed the four men to follow
him into his living quarters. No sooner were they through the door than they began to ply
Mr Grudge with questions, so much so that he was given no opportunity to reply. “That's
enough!" interrupted Barley. "Give the man a chance to speak!” With that they fell silent,
then very briefly and with great urgency Mr Grudge told them of his airship flight from
Joyland including an account of the beheading of President LuciFer‘s statue. They were
filled with admiration and praise when they heard of his encounter with Grimbols, but he
quickly made plain to them that all credit should go to the Almighty who had answered his
prayers during his time of need.!
All agreed that the airship needed to be hidden speedily before it was discovered and
reported. Mr Grudge explained that he would tell the rest of his story in detail after they
had carried out this most necessary action. Barley Stil sent a message to Norbert Slack
the local coal merchant asking him to bring his horse and cart with some of his men.
Barley Stil reckoned that Norbert, known to most as Nutty Slack, could be trusted,
especially if given a reward. Soon the coal man arrived with horse and cart on which sat
four sturdy labourers. These along with Mr Grudge and companions headed for the park. It
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didn't take long before the craft was safely stowed away under a large tarpaulin sheet in
the coalman's yard. Over this were placed sundry items, all of which disguised the craft
admirably. After this everyone, including the coalmen retired to Barley Stil's private rooms
to listen to Mr Grudge's exciting story.!
Barley Stil's parlour was very snug, especially now as he had kindled a cheery fire. Its
flames blazed up the spacious chimney causing shadows to dance on the walls. Everyone
sat waiting in eager anticipation to hear this man, who it seemed to them had returned
from the grave. Whatever would he tell them? He began with the prospecting excursion
into the mountains explaining how he had fallen down a pit. At this point Rusty Last
interrupted by telling how a wandering hunter had found Mr Grudge's donkey, Clarrie,
grazing in the hills. Because of this everyone thought he had met his end never to be seen
again. Mr Grudge acknowledged that he too thought his end had come when he had been
so helplessly drawn towards the brink of Hell with all its unspeakable horrors.!
This had been by far the worst moment of his life. He described it graphically and was well
able to do so for its dreadfulness was so deeply etched in his memory. The nine men and
one woman audience, Barley Stil's wife Patience was present, were all horror-struck as he
so vividly painted a picture, its paint being words and canvas the minds of the listeners.
Rusty Last's hair appeared to reach for the ceiling whilst his eyes seemed as wide as
saucers. But so too were the eyes of everyone else present. What sighs of relief were
issued, what releasing of tension when Mr Grudge told of the angel's intervention. What
expressions of amazement and wonder appeared on faces when they heard of the cross
by which he had safely passed over the pit of Hell. But what touched them more than
anything else, even though they could not fully understand it, was what made that cross
such an effective life-saver. It was that the Great King had met his death on it, to save all
who believe from the power of Hell. It was this supreme act of self- sacrifice, so completely
alien to all of Grumbleland's self-seeking philosophies that left everyone present
nonplussed. How could it be, that so great a Monarch should so willingly lay down His life
for such worthless wretches as they?!
In Grumbleland no-one ever gave anything away. Their ways were quite the opposite. The
aim being to get as much as possible out of life with the least expenditure even though it
often meant hurting others. But now they were being told that the greatest, most important,
righteous yet selfless being ever to have lived had so willingly given his life, that worthless
wretches such as they should be forgiven of all their failings and their lives be utterly
turned around and finally made eternal. All of this was beyond the comprehension of the
average inhabitant of Grumbleland.!
Mr Grudge continued with the remainder of his story. He told them of his time in Easy
Valley, of how he with Mayor Laidback led the occupants of that place of indolence and
waste to true freedom when they journeyed to Joyland. The audience was transfixed with
wide-eyed attention when they listened to the description of the pursuit by President
Lucifer's men, the cavern called The Great King's Chapel, the battle with the Grimbols, the
crossing of the lava lake and the subterranean flood which threatened to drown them.
These dangers were of course far outweighed by the delights of Joyland. Flinthard Grudge
was amused to observe the change of expressions on the faces of his listeners as he led
them in his story from that dreadful underworld into the land of joy and sunshine.!
After he had finished the narrative there was a period of thoughtful silence. This was
broken by Barley Stil who quite unlike his hyperactive self had sat motionless on the edge
of his chair completely captivated by this incredible story. Barley spoke into an atmosphere
charged with excitement. "I always knew there was something beyond this land and life of
hopelessness," he said in a tone that plainly showed the certainty of his statement. "I felt in
my soul that there is a Supreme Being, a Creator who cares about his creation." Then
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looking at Mr Grudge he posed the following question: "You reached the Glorious Land of
the Great King by way of the underworld. This was a way of hardship and danger where
you narrowly missed the pit of Hell. Must all of us here do the same?" After a short pause
Mr Grudge replied. "Yes and no. Yes, everyone who would belong to and serve the Great
King must come by way of the cross and this means suffering, not in the underworld as I
did but where ever you happen to be when called to follow Him."!
"He calls us to bear our cross,!
But gives us strength to do the same,!
Regard our greatest gains as loss,!
Bring honour to His Holy name."!
"The first step in coming by way of the cross is to believe in Him who died, but now lives
for evermore. The second step is to take up your cross and follow Him." "But what does it
mean for us to take up our cross?" asked Ivor Brush. "It means we must lay aside all
selfish ambitions and do only what He tells us. It means experiencing misunderstanding,
scorn and rejection by a world that is at enmity with Him. It means suffering, but suffering
with a glorious conclusion, for one day every man’s cross shall be exchanged for a crown
of righteousness!"!
Mr Grudge's inspired answer created an atmosphere of silence. He reached into his
pocket and brought out the glowing book. He opened it and the darkened room flooded
with light. As he read from its pages truth began to permeate the understanding of
everyone present. All discovered they had personal faith in the Great King and desired to
serve Him.!
After this Mr Grudge impressed upon them the importance of believer’s water baptism as
an act of obedience to the Royal command and so it was agreed that three days from then
they would all meet to partake of that blessed sacrament. Because the evil ruler of
Grumbleland was so incensed against all belief in the Supreme Being, and who through an
intensive propaganda programme and system of spying did all in his power to nip in the
bud the slightest hint of speculation that might become faith, it was necessary for the
baptisms to be done in secret. The waiting period of three days gave Mr Grudge
opportunity to, as he said, "Tie up some loose ends."!
The next morning he left Barley Stil's bar and by way of Gainalot Street and Moaner's
Avenue headed for home. Gripetown had not changed. It was just as sordid and
depressing as ever. Indeed he thought it was worse, but that was probably due to him
having experienced the blessedness of Joyland which, when compared to his present
surroundings contrasted them like soot against snow. Whilst walking down Gripetown's
busiest street his heart was moved by what he saw. Squalid down-and-out people ravaged
by excesses of alcohol and improper living were everywhere.!
Thieves, cheats and tricksters seemed as common as pebbles on the beach, existing in
the only way they knew, by crime. People were harsh and any semblance of kindness
shown was merely pretence and always had an ulterior motive whereby such charlatans
might profit overall. Genuine concern for others was extremely uncommon and on those
rare occasions when it was exercised it always produced cynicism and suspicion. Most
people had only a bad word to say for each other. All this made Mr Grudge feel sad, but it
was the sight of homeless ragamuffin children that pulled on his heart-strings more than
anything else. He knew that an important aspect of his mission was to change this
situation.!
Soon he was at Grudge Villa pushing open the rickety garden gate. Before his conversion
he would shoo the birds off his lawn out of sheer unpleasantness. Oh but how his attitudes
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had changed! Now he would have loved to see the birds, but there were none. In his
absence the grass had grown too long for the little creatures to land. "I must get it cut!" he
said out loud. The old place was just as dingy and sombre as when he had left it. Indeed it
looked somewhat worse for cobwebs now hung over the door making it evident that noone had entered for some time.!
Once inside he sat in his familiar horse-hair chair planning and praying about his future
attempts to evangelise the country, rejoicing and giving thanks for those who had already
joyfully received his message. In this way the day passed with remarkable speed. He
therefore had some supper then retired to bed.!
He was awakened in the morning by the sound of birds sitting on the window ledge. This
pleased him, though birdsong in Grumbleland was somewhat inferior to the sweet singing
of Joyland's birds. Here the awful pollution had taken its toll and sometimes the feathered
entertainers could do little better than croak. He was so confident of coming changes to his
native land due to the message he had to proclaim that he rejoiced in the sure and certain
hope that one day Grumbleland‘s dawn chorus would equal that of Joyland.!
After breakfast he left Grudge Villa for cousin Ichabod's factory with Brutus at his heels.
Although Ichabod Grudge was in the business of producing paint, being a member of a
family notorious for its stinginess, the premises of both his factory and home were crying
out for a coating of the aforementioned commodity. But not even the pleadings of his wife
could move him to action, his persistent motto being "well seasoned timber can look after
itself!" This of course was not a statement he used when in earshot of his customers. As
Mr Grudge strode into his cousin's office he noticed him sat at his desk muttering as he
thumbed through a pile of unpaid bills and invoices. Engrossed in his activities he didn't
notice his visitor. "Ahem, ahem," croaked Mr Grudge as though clearing his throat. Cousin
Ichabod looked up. His mouth fell open and the colourless eyes widened behind rounded
spectacles.!
For a moment he was speechless, then suddenly finding his voice stuttered, "Flinthard. I
thought you were....!" Soon, Mr Grudge was answering his cousin's many questions and in
turn had not a few to ask. It transpired that because it was thought he had died in the
mountains, Mr Grudge's own little factory had become the responsibility of Ichabod, his
nearest blood-relative. Of course now he had returned, his property would be restored to
him. When he began to ask for tins of bright red, blue and yellow paint, Ichabod was quite
taken aback. "But to paint your home with such bright colours is quite un-Grudge-like and
not at all Grumblelandish!” he protested. His surprises had only just begun, for when he
heard of Mr Grudge's plan to open Grudge Villa to all comers, especially homeless
children and furthermore to convert his large garden and orchard into a playground he was
utterly amazed.!
Pausing for a moment, his fingers cradling his chin, Ichabod stared thoughtfully at his
cousin, then said, suddenly, "Flinthard Grudge you are a different man! What has
happened to you to bring about such a change?" "Be at Singing Springs in two days at
twelve noon sharp and I shall reveal all. Make sure you bring both your family and factory
workers. All must hear what I have to say.” "I wouldn't miss this for anything," replied
Ichabod. “We'll be there!"!
Fifteen minutes walk from cousin lchabod's factory stood Flinthard Grudge's own little
place of industry. Grudge's mousetraps were reputed as being the best in Gripetown. Due
to a decline in the mouse population the demand for traps had somewhat fallen. However
during Mr Grudge's long absence Ichabod had decided to ‘correct’ this imbalance in the
mousetrap industry and so improve business. His method was to first of all capture a few
of the little furry pests and then breed them in captivity, which didn't take very long. After
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this, at dead of might and as a precaution, in disguise, he released them in strategic
places such as Gripetown's municipal buildings and also the homes of all the wealthier
townspeople. Mice being mice, it wasn't long before traps were in great demand and
business was booming.!
Soon Mr Grudge had reached his factory and the workers which consisted of five men and
a boy were assembled before him. Needless to say they were very surprised at his sudden
appearance, supposing as everyone else had that he was dead. But the thing that really
put them on edge was the glaring change which had taken place in his character. This
became apparent when he began to address them in kindly tones, something that hitherto
had never been known! Incredulous that such a change could have really happened to
him, they were at first suspicious, suspecting he must have some underlying, devious,
ulterior motive which would somehow work to their disadvantage.!
Why, was not this Flinthard Grudge the meanest thing on two legs? But then fears gave
way to perplexity when he bowed his head and confessed all his past selfish acts and
exploitation of their labour and then looking at them with pleading eyes asked their
forgiveness. They were truly puzzled. To prove the genuineness of his intentions he vowed
that from then on he would shorten their hours of labour from fourteen hours per day to
eight and liberally increase their pay. But these were only words and this was Flinthard
Grudge! How could they really trust him?!
All doubts disappeared when he reached into his pocket and brought out a thick wad of
Grumblespend banknotes. Despite bearing the sinister profile of President Lucifer these
notes were a pretty sight to those poor underpaid workers. The money had been hoarded
in true miserly fashion beneath the floorboards of his home.!
Now he was experiencing the real joy of having wealth by spending it on those in need. He
gave one thousand Grumblespends to each of the five men. This was a small fortune and
far exceeded anything he owed them through the years of exploitation. If this money was
handled wisely, they and their families could live comfortably for years. Along with this gift
he issued a warning that the money must in no way be wasted in Gripetown‘s bars and
gambling dens but instead be used to benefit their wives and children. There was little
danger of such misuse, for Mr Grudge's abounding generosity had not only left the men
perplexed but had also touched something deep inside them which caused feelings of care
and concern to dominate selfishness. His liberality had vindicated him in their sight. Now
all suspicion concerning his motives disappeared. They were willing to listen and take
seriously anything he said. Actions had indeed spoken louder than words.!
When he came to the boy who had a widowed mother and three little sisters to support the
lad was wide-eyed with amazement and joy. Never had he seen so much money. Now
mother would be able to buy all the things her family needed but had previously been way
beyond her grasp. Not least of these being good nutritious food. Oh what joy there would
be in that home in the evening when the boy returned.!
Mr Grudge invited them all to attend the meeting at Singing Springs. Everyone without
exception said he would be delighted to come and also bring his family. Their employer
had been generous to to them, but in two days from now they would be offered a free gift
more valuable than all the money in the world.!
He had but one more item of business to settle before going home. This was at the
workshop of Bartholomew Nailham the local carpenter where he arranged for an
assortment of climbing frames, swings, slides and even a roundabout to be made then
installed in his garden. In addition to these he also ordered birdtables and nest-boxes. My,
but he was going to turn his home into a happy place! Mr Nailham was, to say the least,
quite taken aback by this new and transformed Flinthard Grudge.!
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The morning sun was just starting to break through the fog causing Mr Grudge to slightly
perspire as he laboured up the steep of Encyclopaedia Hill. He was on his way to Reason
Villa, residence of Professor I. Knowitall. Although he had paid visits to the Professor they
had not met since Mr Grudge’s great adventure and furthermore all of their past
conversations had been on the subject of precious substances found beneath the earth,
something that both men had passionate interest in. But now Flinthard Grudge had
something to tell the Professor which could not be equalled in importance. A message that
contained a gift more valuable than all the gold, silver and precious stones in creation.!
Having reached Reason Villa he stopped for a moment to wipe the sweat from his brow.
He had found the climb somewhat strenuous and being of rather portly build did not help.
Pulling the bell-rope he waited until the maid appeared, who on recognising him,
immediately rushed off in a flurry of excitement to inform her employer. Soon the Professor
came. He was tall and gaunt with long grey hair and the unkempt appearance of a man
who spent most of his time absorbed in study and without the benefit of a wife to bring
some semblance of order to his life.!
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Learning was his life and his wife. His love for books left him completely oblivious to all
else. “Ah, Mr Grudge” he said in a pleased tone. "It's been so long since we met. I
wondered what had happened to you." "So did many!” replied Mr Grudge and continued.
"Indeed it's because of all that I've experienced during my absence that I stand before you
now. I have so much to tell!" The Professor raised his bushy eyebrows forming a facial
expression which betrayed his curiosity. "Then please do come in, do come in," he
repeated, ushering him down the narrow hall and into his study. While the Professor went
to arrange for tea be made Mr Grudge seated himself in a comfortable chair. Allowing his
eyes to roam around the study he noticed that almost every inch of the walls was clothed
in books. Varying in size and thickness they covered every conceivable area of human
knowledge with the exception of Theology. This subject was virtually unknown in
Grumbleland and of course any speculation about it was forbidden by President Lucifer.!
People did have their theories and private thoughts on the matter and nothing could be
done to prevent these. Indeed some intellectuals had written and produced books on
secret printing presses revealing their belief in a Supreme Being and going into great detail
as to how the intricacies of nature reveal His handiwork. These books were very rare and
brought the wrath of the state in the form of the death penalty upon the heads of any
unfortunates found with them in their possession. Needless to say, if the Professor or
anyone else owned such volumes they would not be openly displayed on their
bookshelves but well hidden.!
Mr Grudge noticed that there was an abundance of books on the subjects of philosophy
and psychology, indeed they filled several shelves. The spines of these books revealed the
author's name. On some, printed in gold leaf was the name Professor I. Knowitall. So the
Professor was an author too! All of this caused Mr Grudge to remember something he had
read in the only book he owned, namely the Glowing Book. This said "Of Making Many
Books There Is No End, And Much Study Wearies The Body."2 As he turned this over in
his mind he concluded that although there is nothing wrong with studying, indeed he
considered it commendable, nevertheless one needs to be careful about the material used
to feed ones intellectual appetite. He reasoned that no book was as worthy of a man's time
and attention than the Glowing Book, for it satisfies not the intellect alone, but the soul and
spirit too.!
His thoughts were interrupted by the return of the Professor who soon began to ply him
with questions. In response he started to unfold his incredible story. The Professor lit a
long-stemmed pipe. This he sucked contentedly as he listened to the gripping narrative,
saying nothing, making only the occasional "ah, ah” or "mm, mm" sound whilst emitting
clouds of blue smoke. When Mr Grudge had finished there was a moment's silence, then
the Professor, tapping the ash from his pipe, spoke. "That is a very interesting story
Flinthard. You have a most vivid imagination.” The story-teller’s mouth fell open with shock.
"What do you mean by that?" he said, his face turning quite red. "Are you suggesting that I
conjured the whole thing up, that it is all my invention, only a fictitious story? Or worse still,
do you think I'm lying?"!
"There, there now," said his host. "I'm not implying such things. I am simply saying that the
human mind is so complicated that it can be subject to all manner of strange and delusory
experiences especially when under stress. When you fell down that pit you would quite
naturally be in a state of shock as well as being afraid. Under such conditions it would be
quite easy for your imagination to run amok. As for your visions of angels and those
strange creatures you call Grimbols, well, I would put those down to the effects of
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underground gases which caused you to hallucinate. No, no these things can all be
explained!"!
With that he unfolded a wall chart showing a diagram of the human brain. Standing with
his left hand behind his back and in his right hand a wooden pointer, his monocled eye
blinking behind its glass, he began to pontificate about the complicated workings of that
incredible organic computer which in its very nature speaks of the greatness of the
Creator, although of course the Professor could not see this truth. As he went on about
cerebral hemispheres, the cerebral cortex, cerebellum, medulla-oblongata and a host of
other biological terms which were enough to tie the tongue in knots, Mr Grudge felt his
head begin to spin.!
The stuffy air which was by now thick with tobacco smoke didn’t help matters, but worst of
all was the Professor's fluent and articulate oratory which seemed to successfully explain
away all Mr Grudge‘s supernatural experiences. The effect this had on his faith was the
same as a thermometer when exposed to frost.!
It was a sad and deflated Flinthard Grudge who passed through the gates of Reason Villa
and made his way down Encyclopaedia Hill. Was the great adventure, his journey to
Joyland, nothing more than a delusion? Were all the characters he had met, not least
being the Great King himself, merely figments of a feverish imagination? How could he
ever hope to know as much as a learned individual like Professor I. Knowitall? It seemed
to him that his faith had fled and taken his strength with it. His legs felt weak and seemed
incapable of carrying him any further. Seeing a fallen tree lying by the wayside he walked
over to it and sat down. Wearily he placed his head between his hands and began to sob
quietly.!
As the tears flowed softly down his cheeks he reached for his handkerchief, but instead of
finding it his fingers closed around the firm contours of the Glowing Book. Immediately a
glimmer of hope shone in his heart. How could he so easily forget the book when it had so
often proven itself a reliable help? He opened it and the golden light shone from its pages
illuminating his face. What he read seemed to radiate warmth and his frozen faith began to
gradually thaw. At first he read silently. Then he felt the need to read the words again, this
time audibly and with power.!
"For The Message Of The Cross Is Foolishness To Those Who Are Perishing, But To Us
Who Are Being Saved It Is The Power Of God. For It Is Written ‘I Will Destroy The Wisdom
Of The Wise; The Intelligence Of The Intelligent I Will Frustrate’. Where Is The Wise Man?
Where Is The Scholar? Where Is The Philosopher Of This Age? Has Not God Made
Foolish The Wisdom Of The World? For Since In The Wisdom Of God The World Through
Its Wisdom Did Not Know Him, God Was Pleased Through The Foolishness Of What Was
Preached To Save Those Who Believe."3.!
Professor I. KnowitaIl had explained away an experience which to Mr Grudge had been
more firm and sure than the earth beneath his feet. At first the Professor with his logic and
worldly wisdom had been successful at undermining this faith causing it to temporarily
flounder, yet never being able to destroy it. But now the Glowing Book had come to his
rescue and like a double-edged sword of the finest steel had cut the Professor's
explanation to pieces.!
Mr Grudge's joy and faith ascended hand in hand. Now he was his old buoyant self again
he began to dance a jig as the certainty and reality of his experience flooded his soul.
Suddenly he remembered the airship stowed away in Nutty SIack‘s yard. Here was
tangible proof he had visited Joyland as such an invention was unknown in Grumbleland
3
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except for President Lucifer who also owned such a craft but kept it secret and only in
case of emergency. He would show his airship to the Professor. How could he then for all
his cleverness explain that away? Then the thought occurred to him, even if one were to
rise from the dead, still some would not believe.!
For a brief moment he felt sad again but soon cheered up when he remembered that he
had something that was even more convincing than the airship. He had himself. Yes
himself! Was he not a reformed character? Nay, more than reformed. He was a new man!
Anyone such as the Professor who knew the old Flinthard Grudge would have to admit
that something incredible had happened to him. Of course it could take varying amounts of
time in the company of the new man to convince some individuals that the change was
both genuine and lasting.!
Nevertheless concerning people like Professor I. Knowitall, Mr Grudge would just have to
be patient. The attack on his faith had at first suppressed it, but now almost perversely it
seemed, thanks to the words of the Glowing Book the suppression had worked against
itself and had strengthened the faith it had tried to destroy. The reality of his experience
was now stronger than ever.!
Mr Grudge now headed back to his own neighbourhood where lived Mrs Sowthistle.
Encyclopaedia Hill being one of the more affluent areas of Gripetown boasted a florist‘s
shop. Flowers were grown in the rural parts of the land where the pollution was less
severe. Entering the shop he bought the largest and nicest bunch of blooms available. You
may be wondering why a man like Flinthard Grudge should buy flowers. Well, he felt the
need to make amends for the revengeful prank he had played upon her with the tadpoles
not to mention other unpleasantries he had inflicted her with. So armed with this
multicoloured bouquet he strode down Fury Street towards the lady's cottage in the sure
knowledge that flowers are the way to a woman's heart.!
The widow Sowthistle was a formidable woman who people treated with respect. She had
lost her husband in the early years of their marriage. He was somewhat older than her and
had a fondness for strong drink. Late one foggy night, after over-indulging in his favourite
tipple he had stepped off a cliff-edge mistakenly thinking it was the pavement. In the
subsequent years his wife’s battle to survive the harsh environment of Grumbleland had
made her as tough as old boots and woe betide anyone who, figuratively speaking, trod on
her toes. Yet unknown to many Serena Sowthistle had a tender side to her nature, capable
of showing a high degree of gentleness and care. Often were the occasions she had fed
and clothed some passing down-and-out. Scores of children had made tracks for her door
when in need of a meal or a kindly word. And so it was with some amount of trepidation
that Mr Grudge gingerly tapped the door knocker of the home of this strange paradox of a
woman.!
Mrs Sowthistle was sat before the fire knitting when she thought she heard someone at the
door. Rising she walked down the short hall and cautiously opened it. The sight of Mr
Grudge caused her both shock and suspicion. Shocked because, like everyone else, she
had thought him dead and suspicious due to her familiarity with his former unpleasant
ways. Standing with the bouquet in his left hand, with his right hand he doffed the tall hat
and in a low voice which betrayed uncertainty concerning his reception he said, "Flinthard
Grudge, at your service Ma'am!" Managing to muster a watery smile he extended the
flowers toward her and continued, "I've come to make some past wrongs right!"!
The astonished woman stared at him through narrowed eyes as a multitude of thoughts
flashed across her mind. What was he up to now? Those flowers if she attempted to sniff
them, might explode in her face, or squirt a jet of water, or emit a sudden cloud of soot and
cover her from head to toe. She was sure there must be an ulterior motive behind the
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bouquet, for the Flinthard Grudge she knew was beyond performing any kindly action. Her
facial expression betrayed her thoughts and in response to this he said, "I know what's on
your mind. Believe me, this is no practical joke, nor is it an act of underhand meanness.
Rather it is one of true repentance and genuine sorrow for my past behaviour."!
He continued, "I am now a new man. The old man died and the new man was born!
Please may I come in?" She scrutinised him with careful examination. Was this the
Flinthard Grudge she knew? The one who under the cover of night had blacked her
windows with tar-paint so that the next morning, thinking it was still dark she had spent
three extra hours in bed? Was this he who put tadpoles in her milk and also whitewashed
Sooty her cat? Yes, she was sure it was him and yet somehow he did seem different.!
She could no longer detect that mean expression which had previously always been a
permanent feature of his face. Why, it now seemed that he positively glowed with kindness
and joy. His whole demeanour was different! Surely a man like him could not have
undergone such a transformation? She found herself stepping aside, asking him to enter.
At her invitation he sat down but was soon on his feet again as he had sat on her knitting!
She removed it with an apology. He then asked her if she minded him remaining on his
feet as he had so much to say and was so filled with excitement and enthusiasm that
sitting would be very difficult. Beginning his story, it wasn't long before he started to pace
up and down the room gesticulating and with use of words that would put a Shakespearian
actor to shame. But this was no act. Rather it was an outward expression of an inner
reality.!
Here was a man who had experienced a glimpse of Hell and a touch of Paradise. As he
took her through each stage of his journey to Joyland, he infused such reality into the
narrative that the poor woman was one minute clutching the arms of her chair in sheer
desperation as if to prevent herself from sliding into the pit of Hell, whilst the next she was
wringing her hands and breathing sighs of relief at having escaped such a dreadful end.!
When he had finished his story it was plain that Mrs Sowthistle had been greatly affected.
It was then that he challenged her, making clear the matchless importance of believing in
and serving the Great King. She required no further conviction of her need and there and
then put her trust in the one who had both died and risen again to justify such as she. Mr
Grudge then made open and frank confession of all the past wrongs he had done against
her, begging for her forgiveness. This she granted immediately, something that the old Mrs
Sowthistle would never have done. It was evident to him that a sudden and major change
had taken place within her.!
She insisted that he should stay for tea and this he gladly did. Being rather fond of food he
was delighted when she laid before him a sumptuous spread of hams, cheeses, pickles,
homemade bread, pies, cakes and scones with jam. To finish he had strawberries and
cream plus a large pot of tea to wash it all down. “They say the way to a man's heart is
through his stomach," he said patting his rather corpulent middle. "You are more than
welcome, she replied, then urged him to have more to eat. "I couldn’t eat another thing. I'm
full to the gunnels. Besides, I don’t want to be guilty of gluttony," he said.!
Before leaving he explained the necessity of believer's baptism extending an invitation for
her to partake in the baptismal service planned for the following day at Singing Springs.
She readily agreed to this and so after bidding her farewell he made his way home
rejoicing as he went.!
Singing Springs consisted of seven little issues of pure water which bubbled from a hillside
well outside of town. These gurgled over the pebbly ground where they met and formed a
pool. By Grumbleland's standards the water was very clean. This was due to it’s elevated
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position and also the fact that the prevailing winds kept much of the pollution away from
this area.!
Mr Grudge stood by the pool, his heart filled with expectation as he observed that all the
people he had invited were present along with their families and friends. Also there were
many who had joined the gathering out of curiosity having followed the small crowd of
invited ones as they left town. Therefore his desire to keep the ceremony secret had failed.!
Climbing on top of a rock so that all could see him Mr Grudge addressed the crowd. "Dear
friends, you are gathered here today to witness an extraordinary event. Indeed something
that has never before been seen throughout the whole of Grumbleland's long history. I will
start by explaining why I have called you here.” Then with great lucidity but in a condensed
manner he told of his journey to Joyland. With great clarity of speech and an effective
usage of words he captivated the listeners. But above all else it was the vibrant convincing
quality which brought reality to his story.!
This arrested the attention of his hearers, but the thing which had particular effect was his
frequent readings from the glowing book. Everyone from the youngest to the oldest were
mesmerised and their awestruck faces clearly showed it. After this he explained how
President Lucifer and his government had from time immemorial been deceiving the
nation, going to tremendous lengths to prevent them from believing in the Supreme Being,
denying his very existence. But now through an act of Divine Providence he, Flinthard
Grudge, had been privileged to be selected as a chosen vessel and the first person ever to
be sent from Joyland to Grumbleland with the wonderful message of liberation, freedom
from evil and eternal life for all who will believe in the Great King.!
Now Mr Grudge addressed all those who were willing to forsake their wicked ways and
become his Majesty's devoted servants asking them to step forward to be baptised at
once. There was an immediate stirring of the hitherto motionless crowd. Some were eager
for baptism, others more hesitant, whilst some slipped away not wanting to submit to the
claims this servant of the Great King was making on their lives. Mrs Sowthistle was the
first to enter the water and her eagerness was apparent to all. Before doing so, she boldly
confessed her new-found faith in the Great King and her indescribable thankfulness to the
Supreme Being for having sent his Son to save the likes of her. She told of the change
which had taken place in her heart, no, more than that, she had received a new heart! It
was true that before her conversion she had shown compassion and performed acts of
kindness to many in need, but along with this she was cursed with a foul, uncontrollable
temper. She was indeed a paradox. Like a spring which sometimes gave pure water and
other times tainted water. Now she realised that whether done consciously or
subconsciously, known or unknown to her understanding, all of those good works were
motivated by an instinctive desire to please and gain merit with the Almighty. Even though
at times she doubted his very existence, especially when she witnessed so much suffering
and sadness all around.!
Nevertheless deep within her spirit was the conviction that somewhere at sometime and to
some Supreme Power she would have to give an account for the way she had lived her
life. Despite all the good works she had done, they had never brought true peace or a sure
and certain knowledge of acceptance by that Higher Power who she felt everyone is
answerable to. Only now, since having believed in the Great King, did she understand the
cause of that emptiness in her soul.!
Those good deeds had rested on a foundation of self-righteousness, a basis of sand! Now
faith had come, bringing with it enlightenment and she realised that in no way could the
whole sum of every good thing she had ever done make her acceptable to He who rules
supreme. It was not good deeds that gained acceptance, but sin which caused rejection. In
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her case sin was a foul temper. Many had felt the sting of her tongue. This, plus her other
failings obliterated the perfect standard of righteousness required by the Supreme Being
and meant she was on the broad road to Hell.!
When Mr Grudge had the previous evening explained this to her in her home, Mrs
Sowthistle had felt her heart sink. How could she or anyone else be acceptable to the
Almighty for everyone failed in some way or other? When she heard how the Great King
had died as the perfect sacrifice for the failings of such as she and had risen from the dead
to justify all who believe, oh how her heart did leap with joy. His Majesty is righteous in
every way and the Almighty imparts his righteousness to all who believe! But was it just a
matter of believing and living one’s life as previously lived? Not at all! If faith does not
change the individual‘s life, then it is not genuine faith! Mrs Sowthistle testified that since
she had cast aside her foundation of sand, her works of self-righteousness, and built upon
the foundation of rock, the Great King, she had received a power which enabled her to put
down evil. Her foul temper no longer controlled her, rather she had mastery over it. This
wasn't done for her, she had to do it, but was given the ability to have the victory. This was
a new Mrs Sowthistle. She had truly been born again!!

Others quickly followed Mrs Sowthistle‘s example. Barley and Patience Stil were next.
Then came Rusty Last and Fred Bear with their wives and children and also Ivor Brush.
Soon cousin Ichabod Grudge, his wife Constance and their six children were all plunged
beneath the cool water. All of Mr Grudge's factory workers were baptised as were their
wives and children. The boy had brought his mother and three young sisters. These were
all moved by Mr Grudge's effective preaching, but something that added credence to this
for them was the tremendous generosity he had shown. Yes these too believed and were
baptised. Of the hundred or so souls present, some seventy seven became subjects of the
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Great King and were immersed in that little pool. Only Mr Grudge’s friends knew
beforehand that they were to be baptised, therefore only they had brought the appropriate
garments. But these they gladly lent to those who followed them through the water.!
Before immersing anyone Mr Grudge questioned them concerning their faith. This gave
everyone opportunity of giving public affirmation of their trust in the Great King and his
finished work. When he had dipped who he thought to be his last candidate, feeling by
now somewhat chilled he was pleased to be able to leave the water. But as he began to do
so was suddenly arrested by a shrill piercing voice. "What about me?" cried the voice, "I
believe in the Great King and want to be baptised!" He tried to discern where the voice
came from but was unable to. Then from out of the crowd came the tiny form of a ragged
urchin upon whose dirty face was an expression of dogged determination. It was Molehill
the impudent little wretch who once conveyed a message from Mr Grudge to Professor I.
Knowitall. !
Mr Grudge knew that this child like many others in Grumbleland lived by his wits on the
street and would steal a man's wallet as soon as look at him. Therefore the preacher's
immediate feelings were of mistrust and suspicion. However, as the lad drew near he
noticed that his bright blue eyes were filled with pleading and overflowed making white
channels down the grime-coated cheeks. Here was a child abandoned in infancy, who had
never known the blessed experience of parental love. But now, through the preaching of
Flinthard Grudge and the testimonies of those who were baptised he had discovered that
he was loved by a King and no ordinary king at that. He was loved by the Great King!!
Mr Grudge felt a lump in his throat and compassion surging in his breast with such force
that it overwhelmed him. Then he discovered a salty stream trickling down his own tough
and leathery countenance. He stretched out his arms to the little lad who was soon
enfolded. What a changed Flinthard Grudge. On many past occasions when in a foul
temper or drunken rage he had punched and kicked such unfortunate waifs. Now he had
the desire to provide and care for them, nay more than desire, a compelling urgency!
Before baptising Molehill, Mr Grudge questioned him and it became obvious from the boy's
answers that he had listened attentively and now truly believed in and wanted to serve the
Great King.!
At the close of this meeting so unparalleled in Grumbleland’s history, Mr Grudge invited
everyone to meet again that he might teach them from the glowing book. The meeting was
to be on the following Sunday which was yet a few days away. Not at Singing Springs as
this would involve great risk, for he was sure that President Lucifer would soon hear of the
present baptismal service and keep a careful watch on the area. Therefore the next
meeting was to be at Hidden Wood, some three miles out of town. So with joy in their
hearts the new converts went to their homes eagerly anticipating their next gathering.
Molehill was placed in the care of Mrs Sowthistle who was filled with delight at the thought
of giving the lad a home.!
The next few days were full of joy for Flinthard Grudge. Thanks to the skills of
Bartholomew Nailham, Grudge Villa and its garden were transformed into a children's
paradise. The spare bedrooms were converted into dormitories. Beautifully decorated to
delight the children, they were filled with rows of neat little beds, each one covered with a
brightly coloured counterpane. There was an abundance of toys, many made by Mr
Nailham, but the soft ones were provided through the handiwork of Mrs Sowthistle and
some of the other ladies in the neighbourhood. As for the garden it was filled with slides,
swings and see-saws. Now for the first time ever the happy laughter of children could be
heard there. The quieter corners were fitted with bird tables and nesting boxes. Mrs
Sowthistle was mainly responsible for the care of the children. But how did the children
come to be there at all? Well, Molehill had a lot to do with it. Having lived on the streets for
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so long he was acquainted with a lot of children in the same circumstances. So it was he
who took Mr Grudge, Mrs Sowthistle and some of their friends onto the streets to gather in
homeless children.!
Sunday soon arrived and Mr Grudge with Brutus running behind slowly peddled his
ancient bicycle along the rutted track to Hidden Wood. The wood lay in a deep fold of the
land and therefore could not be seen from Gripetown's main highway which was only a
half mile away. Its concealed situation made it ideal for clandestine gatherings. Everyone
had met in a glade where lay a fallen tree. Using this natural platform Mr Grudge
addressed the meeting of some seventy-odd souls. He explained that now they belonged
to the Great King they needed to be taught in his ways. Then taking the glowing book in
his hand he read verse after verse, now and than pausing to expound the meaning.!
The people were enraptured, drinking in the words as though they were food for their
souls, for indeed this is just what they were. When he had finished he brought out another
book. This was a song book, each of its songs extolled the Supreme Being and his Son
the Great King of Joyland. This was lent to Mr Grudge during his adventures by the
Reverend Duckdown. Flinthard Grudge was not a musical man, but fortunately for him and
everyone present Rusty Last the cobbler was. A master of the piano-accordion he could
play almost any tune by ear but this was not necessary as the song book also contained
the music with its every song.!
Whilst Mr Grudge and Rusty Last perched on the fallen tree to lead the singing, Molehill
stood on the leaf-covered ground holding the song book. A veritable human music stand!
Soon the congregation had learned two or three songs which they sang with such gusto
that the woodland glades reverberated with their praises. Never before had these
inhabitants of Gripetown experienced such pure and joyful singing. Accustomed only to the
slurred and oft-times vulgar attempts at musical concord in the bars and public houses,
these new subjects of the Great King had now discovered a release and joy in singing
praises to the Supreme Being which completely absorbed their attention and almost
seemed to lift them up to heaven itself.!
"This is an illegal meeting! I repeat. This is an illegal meeting!” called the rasping voice
through the megaphone. "You are under arrest!" Suddenly the scene had changed from
one of harmony and joy to confusion and chaos. It seemed that from behind every tree
surrounding the clearing appeared a grey-uniformed figure. President Lucifer's thugs were
everywhere. Truncheons in hand they stormed down upon the surprised believers raining
blows to left and right on any unfortunates who happened to be in reach, showing no
mercy to young or old. Following the orders of he who had shouted through the
megaphone, one Lieutenant-commander Graniteheart, they made a bee-line for Mr
Grudge.!
Informers had been present at the Singing Springs meeting, therefore intelligence of the
Hidden Wood gathering reached President Lucifer’s ears. He was determined to nip in the
bud the beginning of what he knew to be the infusion of light and truth into his empire of
darkness and lies, threatening his rulership and power. Sadland had been part of his
domain, but was wrestled from his grasp. He feared the same might happen to
Grumbleland and was determined to prevent it by capturing and making a public example
of Mr Grudge.!
The majority of the Great King's followers managed to escape simply because the
arresting officers were so intent on capturing Mr Grudge. In fact he and Molehill were the
only ones taken. It happened like this: As soon as Mr Grudge realised what was taking
place he jumped off the fallen tree and attempted to make his escape only to find his path
blocked by two very burly figures who soon had him by the collar. Seeing this, Molehill
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made a desperate effort to help his friend by leaping from the tree onto the back of one of
these men, whilst at the same time and in true bull dog fashion Brutus fastened on the
seat of the other’s trousers. This kind of behaviour would certainly not be approved of by
the Great King, but how were a dog and an unlearned boy to know? The attempt was
doomed to failure, for soon a dozen or more of the enemy were on the scene. Molehill was
overpowered and Brutus clubbed to unconsciousness, a condition shared by Mr Grudge
who during the confusion received a blow to the head. His protective hat, instead of
wearing it firmly on his head, he had left suspended by cord between his shoulders making
him vulnerable. Still insensible he was carried off and securely locked up in a nearby
horse-drawn prison van.!
"He's regaining consciousness!" said the voice. At first it seemed distant to him, but then
as its owner crossed from the far side of the room and spoke again it became more
distinct. "Well, well, well. What have we here?" said the President. His voice seemed to
hiss with an almost serpent-like tone. Mr Grudge focused his eyes in the direction of the
voice. His head swam with dizziness and it felt as if someone was banging a drum in the
middle of his brain.!
Soon the muddled forms before him began to take shape. Taking stock of what he saw
and remembering how he came to be there he grimaced at the sight of President Lucifer
and eight of his henchmen. The memory of recent events caused anger to rise in his
breast and as he looked at his captors and considered all that they stood for he could
restrain himself no longer. Sitting up, his face covered with an expression of righteous
indignation he spoke. "It's no use Lucifer. The work has started and you will never stop it!"
His captor stared at him through narrowed green eyes which emitted hatred and cruelty.
The sleek black hair formed a peak on his forehead. This with the pointed beard gave him
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a very sinister appearance which was enhanced by his uniform and jackboots of shiny
black leather. "We shall see!" replied the President. "After all, in you, Flinthard Grudge, I
have got to the root of the festering boil that has started to grow on the body of this
country. If I destroy the root then the swelling will die away!" His voice was deadly cold,
having an effect like needles of ice piercing the soul. "I'm not afraid of you!" replied Mr
Grudge. "You may kill my body but that's as much as you can do, for my soul is safe in the
Almighty's hands!" At mention of the Supreme Being, the President visibly shuddered,
alarm momentarily showing in his eyes. Then with unbelievable adeptness he covered this
brief betrayal of his inner fears by an instantaneous change of attitude and mannerism.!
Suddenly a benevolent, almost winning smile covered his face. It appeared to Mr Grudge
that those malevolent green eyes had changed to bright cherubic blue. Indeed it seemed
that an entirely different person now stood before him. "You know, things don’t have to be
unpleasant for you Flinthard my dear friend! Flinthard Grudge, ah, what an admirable
name!" he purred. Then continued, "You and I could get on so well together. You with your
dedicated determination and I with My power, organisational skills and superior mental
faculties. Why, if you will only defect from the service of that upstart who dares to call
himself the Great King and align yourself with me you will certainly not regret it. Look at
this!” With that he stretched his hand towards a nearby control panel, pressed some
buttons and twiddled a few knobs. Upon a large screen set in the wall appeared a picture
of Castle Lucifer. He then turned a dial and scenes from all over Grumbleland flashed
upon the screen. The President focused upon the interior of the country’s plushest casino.
This brightly lit gambler‘s palace displayed its name ‘The Bee's Knees‘ in twinkling lights.!
Although gambling had been one of Mr Grudge‘s favourite pastimes he had never been
inside a place quite like this. Only the more affluent of Grumbleland's citizens could afford
to waste their time and money here. They were of course those who had curried Lucifer‘s
favour. He knew about Mr Grudge's past weaknesses and therefore now played upon
them. His seductive voice hissed in the prisoner's ear. "This establishment makes its
owner fabulously rich. I will give it all to you, if you will but serve me. “Never, never, never!"
said Mr Grudge. "One day all shall be destroyed by fire."4 "Then perhaps you prefer
power?" said the President giving the dial another turn.!
The scene then changed to the underground Hell-hole of Grumbleland’s mines where it
revealed the pathetic and heart-rending sight of hundreds of poor wretches labouring in
chains beneath the whips of cruel taskmasters. "How would you like to be superintendent
of my mines? You would live in luxury, have control and power without having to actually
set foot in those awful places. All the more unpleasant areas of responsibility would be
delegated to your underlings." Mr Grudge was sickened and his words did not hide it. "You
would make me into a bigger slave than those miserable creatures labouring in chains!
Your so called promises of luxury and power would build for me a prison house in which I
would be incarcerated until the day of judgement!" At mention of the day of judgement
momentary alarm showed on Lucifer‘s face. However he quickly disguised this and
continued in the same seductive vein in one last attempt to conquer Mr Grudge's will and
break his allegiance to the Great King. "Could it be that if I were to add position to power
you would change your mind?" said the President. But before Mr Grudge could answer he
continued, “I will exalt you to the grand position of Prime Minister to all Grumbleland. You
shall be my right-hand man and reign with me from Castle Lucifer, or if you prefer you may
have your own palace. Why I will even commission my private sculptor to make your
statue and place it next to mine, at the lower level, of course, but just think of it!" the
President continued, "That reminds me I must have it repaired and woe betide the rebel
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who damaged it if I ever find him! Yes, accept my offer and in all the land you will be
second only to me!" Mr Grudge began to find these continuous temptations almost
overpowering. The President seemed so benevolent and his promises so alluring that he
felt that his willpower was beginning to ebb, but it was when he was on the very brink of
giving in that something came to his rescue.!
Words, living words, vibrant words, delivering words. Words that had the same effect upon
these temptations as the most keenly honed sword of the finest steel would have if used
against straw. He had dropped the glowing book during the confusion at Hidden Wood. But
how glad he was that during the many months it was in his possession he had made it his
habit to feast upon its riches and memorise its truth at every opportunity. !
Now at this time of need, when evil seemed about to drag him down he drew upon his
resources. Using them as a mighty weapon he aimed these words directly at President
Lucifer's ear. “Satan himself masquerades as an angel of light. Resist the Devil and he will
flee from you."5 Now he discovered that every inclination to surrender to those temptations
was completely gone and instead found himself possessed by a righteous anger which
turned his face quite red. "Begone you father of lies. You've been a liar from the beginning
and your promises, no matter how sweet, only bring bitterness and death. The Word and
the Spirit of the Almighty enable me to see through your deceptions!"!
The President fell back in shock. The words had struck him like an invisible sword and
turned him quite pale. In seconds his facial expression had changed from benevolence to
fear and then to hatred. Gone was the look of cherubic appeal. Now those eyes blazed like
green lamps filled with vindictiveness. "Away with him!" thundered the dictator. Lock him in
the deepest dungeon. I will make him regret the day he was born!" Immediately two of his
henchmen, one Captain Cruel and a lieutenant named Lash seized hold of their helpless
victim and after beating him mercilessly hauled him off to be locked in a dark, damp, ratinfested cell.!
Thinking himself alone, a battered and bruised Flinthard Grudge managed to regain his
feet and examine the dungeon. Although quite dark it wasn't completely so for the full
moon projected its beams through a grill high in the wall partially lighting the place. He
gave a start when he noticed the silhouette of a small figure standing but a few feet away.
"W...who are you?” he stammered. "Is that you Mr Grudge?" came the reply. “Why
Molehill!" With that he questioned the urchin and was relieved to find he had come to no
harm other than being incarcerated in that awful place. The initial delight of their reunion
soon passed as man and boy, or should I say father and son, for Mr Grudge and Mrs
Sowthistle had virtually adopted the waif, contemplated their desperate situation.!
Left alone in that dreadful place Molehill, although a tough, streetwise ragamuffin had cried
himself into a state of exhaustion and then fallen asleep. The entrance of Mr Grudge
awoke him and now all the horrors of his plight came flooding back and again he began to
weep. As the child sobbed his adoptive father placed his arm tenderly around the heaving
shoulders which twitched spasmodically with sobs and said, "Listen, it's not as bad as you
think. Remember we belong to the Great King and the Almighty is our Father. In the
glowing book it says that even a sparrow can't fall to the ground apart from His will and
that we are of more value to Him than many sparrows. It also tells the story of Paul and
Silas, servants of the Great King who like us were imprisoned. But what did they do? They
prayed and sang praises to the Almighty who sent a violent earthquake. The outcome was,!
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they were set free!"6!
It wasn’t long before man and boy were singing songs of praise. No earthquake came to
shake the foundations of the prison. Instead Mr Grudge heard a still, small voice in his
heart telling him to test the grating high on the wall. But without something to stand on it
was impossible to reach it. The only moveable objects present were a rough wooden table
and stool. Placing the smaller of these items on top of the larger he attempted to reach the
grating but his portly figure wobbled precariously on this tiny perch. "It's no use l..." He
didn't manage to finish the sentence before he had tumbled to the floor. Fortunately he had !

!
been careful enough to place the bedding straw around the foot of the table and this broke
his fall. Having regained his composure he continued "l couldn't reach the grating.
Something else is needed to stand on but there is nothing! Oh what's the use?" he said
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bowing his head dejectedly. "Now who's giving up?" said the boy. "The Almighty hasn't
given you instructions you are unable to fulfil. How about using this?" And with that he held
out Mr Grudge's tall hat. Miraculously, despite the encounter with President Lucifer and his
men Mr Grudge had managed to retain this as it had hung from a cord around his neck.
Again he placed the stool on the table and then his reinforced hat upon the stool. It was
with great difficulty that he gained the top but soon found himself clutching the grating
which to his amazement he was able to remove with remarkable ease. "I'm going to
squeeze through" he said, then heaved himself into the gap.!
As usual his rotund figure proved a hindrance; his corpulent tummy had him firmly wedged
in the narrow window space. "When I extract myself from this fix, I'm determined there will
be a new slim-lined Flinthard Grudge!" he muttered. Just a few feet below he could see the
water of the castle moat reflecting the moonlight. The dungeon was below the level of the
water. No wonder it was so damp.!
Suddenly he remembered his precious hat and called to Molehill. "Boy, climb up here and
reach into my coat pocket where you will find a length of string. Tie one end to my hat and
the other end to your belt, so that when you come through the gap you can haul the hat
after you." While the lad followed these instructions Mr Grudge achieved his goal by giving
a desperate and determined heave, shooting to freedom with a loud splash.!
He descended to the bottom of the moat, then as he headed for the surface he marvelled
at the sight of the silver moon which due to the water between him and it, appeared to
shimmer. Then his head broke surface and he began to tread water. Soon Molehill was
with him having had no difficulty in passing through the narrow space. They reached the
opposite bank but Mr Grudge‘s heavy water-logged coat made getting out something of a
task. When clear of the water they decided what to do next. "I must return to Gripetown
and continue the Great King's commission," said Mr Grudge "There's a lot of open country
between here and there. This means we must travel by night and hide during the day.
Lucifer's men will be looking for us!" So with that they started their homeward journey.!
After they had travelled a few miles dawn broke. Feeling rather weary they sat by the
roadside to rest. It was Molehill who first heard the sound. It seemed faint and distant.
"Can you hear it?" he asked. Mr Grudge listened. "I can't hear anything,” he said. They
strained their ears. "Now I can!" he said with a start. "It's bloodhounds. Lucifer is on our
trail. Those hounds can sometimes follow scent as much as a day old. They are able to
find us without any problem. We must act quickly!” To the right of the road was a large area
of forest and swamps. "Even bloodhounds can't follow our scent through water!" said Mr
Grudge. "Follow me." With that he waded into the waist-deep water and headed for the
heart of the swamp with the boy riding on his back.!
The swamp was large but in it's centre lay an area of high and dry ground covered with
trees. This would have been an island were it not joined to the mainland by a narrow
isthmus. Few people knew about this as it was screened with tall reeds. In this secret
place lived a widow woman whose deceased spouse had earned a living by cutting reeds
to make roofing thatch. Now in this lonely spot where heron and bittern kept sentinel she
lived alone with her memories.!
Mr Grudge and Molehill approached the little thatched-roof cottage with caution. The first
living thing to be seen was a terrier dog whose incessant barking warned his mistress of
their presence. She soon appeared at the door, a small silver haired lady bent with years
of toil. She took the two bedraggled fugitives in at a glance shrewdly concluding the reason
for their dismal condition. In their eyes she saw that hunted look common to all victims of
the chase and immediately took pity on them inviting them in.!
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The interior of the cottage, though basic and simple was also snug and comfortable. A
cheery fire burned in the grate over which hung a large black kettle emitting a plume of
steam. In a corner stood the grand father clock, its quiet ticking enhanced an atmosphere
of peace and domesticity. Here was a home indeed! The widow, whose name was Charity,
rooted in a cupboard and brought out a dressing gown for Mr Grudge and a nightshirt
which she quickly shortened with some scissors. This she gave to Molehill, but even then it
buried him for it had belonged to her husband who had been a big man. She then took
their wet clothes to wash and dry. Whilst she did this man and boy sat before the fire
drinking tea and eating oat cakes, feeling much better.!
When she returned their ensuing conversation revealed that her guests were fugitives from
President Lucifer. "I knew it!" she said. "The forest is filled with people like yourselves who
are hiding from that monster!" It was evident where Lucifer stood in the widow Charity's
estimation. She continued in the same vein. "I'm so glad that I don't live in the town.
Although it can be lonely out here, at least I am never troubled by Lucifer’s police nor the
other evils of densely populated areas. But tell me, what have you done that he should
pursue you so hotly?" Her question gave Mr Grudge his golden opportunity.!

!
She had made an opening which allowed him to speak on the subject dearest to his heart.
This he knew to be of more importance than anything under the sun. He started by telling
of his adventures when travelling to Joyland from the time that he fell down the pit right up
to entering that lovely country. He extolled its beauty, speaking of the happiness of its
inhabitants. But above all he told of his conversion and how his life had been transformed.
That it was all due to the One who is central to everything. He whose name is Wonderful.
The Great King, he explained, is the fount and source of every blessing, like the hub of a
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wheel he holds everything together causing it to function effectively. He is therefore the
only means of salvation in whom all must have faith if they would be saved. By the time Mr
Grudge had finished, the widow was enraptured. Once she understood that the Great
King's both tasting and conquering of death were for her as an individual, and that she
needed to personally believe in him and not rely on someone else's faith or be deluded
into thinking she might be accepted by leaving things to chance without making a
commitment to his Majesty, she gladly and eagerly received him by faith thus immediately
becoming a member of his universal family.!
Mr Grudge and Molehill were delighted at the widow's conversion. By nature she was a
friendly soul, but like all human beings was imperfect. She now realised that her
benevolent ways were not enough to save her from future judgement, that she needed
forgiveness. This she had found through the finished work of the Great King who she now
accepted with abounding joy. Mr Grudge explained her need of water baptism and this she
readily agreed to partake of at the first opportunity.!
Earlier the widow Charity had made mention of other fugitives living in the forest. Mr
Grudge expressed his desire to meet these in order that they too should hear the message
of hope he carried. The widow said she thought a meeting might be arranged but this
would necessitate her going alone into the forest. Before leaving she made some more oat
cakes and set them to bake giving her two guests strict instructions to keep an eye on
them.!
After she had gone Mr Grudge lazily gazed into the glowing coals allowing his mind to
wander. "A quarter grumblespend for your thoughts" Molehill interrupted. "Oh I was just
reflecting on a story my father used to tell me when I was a mere whipper-snapper like
yourself." "What was it about?" inquired the boy. Mr Grudge paused a moment to gather
his thoughts, then said, "The story is about a king who lived long ago. Savage and barbaric
enemies had overrun his kingdom making him flee for his life. He hid in a peasant
woman's hut on an island in a marsh rather as we are doing now. The woman, who didn't
know her guest was a king, had instructed him to watch some cakes she had left baking.
But of course, having far greater things on his mind he forgot the cakes and they burned.
When the woman returned to the smell of smouldering cakes she gave the king a verbal
lashing. Just imagine, a peasant woman scolding a king!"!
"But what finally happened to the king?" asked the boy. "Oh he was a man who trusted in
the Almighty and was enabled to gather an army thus driving the enemy out and regaining
his kingdom” replied Mr Grudge. There was a moment of thoughtful silence. Then said
Molehill sniffing the air and tittering at the same time. "I can smell something burning. It's
the cakes!"!
The little cottage was crammed with men whose faces revealed lives lived in hardship, and
conflict and desperation. These were outlaws, misfits from Grumbleland's squalid society.
Some were philosophers whose outspokenness had incurred the wrath of President
Lucifer. Others could no longer stand the unsavoury conditions in the towns and cities and
had therefore fled. Whilst others were escapees from the hellish mines. All had something
in common. They hated President Lucifer and his regime with perfect hatred and longed
for something better.!
Their leader was a tall haggard man called Gus the Gaunt and it was he who addressed
Mr Grudge with the question, "We're here. What have you to tell us?" In response to this
Mr Grudge stepped forward occupying the small space in the centre of the room. He had
scrutinised these men from the time of their arrival and had seen what lay behind the hard
weatherbeaten exteriors. These were men who society had bruised. They had both seen
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and experienced its injustices and reacted. Finally being forced to flee to the forest they
had formed a brotherhood of outlaws.!
Some had wives and children who they supported through hunting and stealing livestock,
especially from Lucifer's state farms. They lived in the hope that one day their numbers
and influence would so increase that they might lead a rebellion, overthrow President
Lucifer and drive him from the land. Mr Grudge cleared his throat and spoke: "Men I
perceive that you have a common objective. Namely to defeat evil and establish a more
just system throughout the land. But dear friends listen to me. Neither physical power or
military might will enable you to achieve your aims. Your foes are stronger than you and
even with the greatest army you may muster could never overthrow them. A power is
required far greater than that of humans. I refer to the power of the Almighty, but before
you can conquer, you yourselves must be conquered!"!
This caused quite a stir among the listeners, who conferred with each other about what
seemed to them a strange and revolutionary statement. Gus the Gaunt challenged Mr
Grudge by asking him to explain precisely what he meant. Surely he wasn't suggesting
that they should surrender to their enemies? Mr Grudge then told them of the Almighty and
his absolute holiness. This he contrasted with their sinfulness, stressing that before
Grumbleland could be truly changed they themselves must undergo a metamorphosis
which would transform them in their attitudes of heart and mind thus affecting their
behaviour, changing them into the likeness of the Creator himself. He alone is able to bring
about this change and does, but only in those who will believe and willingly give their
allegiance to His Son the Great King of Joyland.!
This was beyond the comprehension of these men who knew only physical strife and the
law of retaliation. They had never even heard of the Great King and his ways. Mr Grudge
then explained how his Majesty had unstintingly sacrificed his own life and then regained it
that he might obtain forgiveness for mankind in all their failings and in so doing bring into
existence a new race bearing the characteristics of the Creator. He then told of his
adventures as he had journeyed to Joyland and of the wonder of that glorious country.
They were utterly captivated by his story, having never heard the like before.!
When Mr Grudge attempted to describe the Great King, even though his description was
so inadequate, they were deeply moved, for his Majesty seemed to them to be the very
personification of righteousness and love. Of course not everyone accepted all that Mr
Grudge said and scepticism could be read in the faces of some. However the majority did
believe, for it was obvious to the more discerning that this was no ordinary man standing
before them. Never before had they met anyone like him. He positively radiated
enthusiasm and joy. Only the most churlish and wilfully unbelieving could reject this man
and the good news he carried.!
Mr Grudge, Molehill and the widow Charity with Gus the Gaunt and his outlaws close
behind entered the outskirts of Gripetown. Twenty-four of the men had believed Mr
Grudge's message and therefore had enlisted in the service of the Great King. Only five
had rejected his Majesty, these remained in the dark forest. The widow had forsaken her
cottage saying that the one to whom she had now given her allegiance would one day
present her with a mansion!!
As they walked along Gainalot Street towards Barley Stil's bar, Mr Grudge wondered what
had happened to the little man and his other friends after the raid at Hidden Wood. He
quickly found out. How the place had changed since Barley's conversion. Gone was the
sawdust that once coated the floor. It had now been scrubbed spotless, varnished and
covered with brightly coloured rugs and mats. No longer was the air thick with tobacco
smoke and smelling of stale beer. Nor were there drunkards lying on the floor or
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squabbling over gambling activities. Barley Stil was there in his usual place behind the bar.
But instead of serving mugs of strong ale and spirits, he now handled foaming glasses of
sarsaparilla, dandelion and burdock, blood-tonic and ginger ale to a new clientele. It is true
that his customers were fewer than previously, but without doubt were a nicer sort.
Converts to the Great King of course!!
When Mr Grudge and companions entered the building, shouts of surprised joy drowned
afl other sounds. Barley Stil vaulted the bar with an athletic ease slightly built people are
often gifted with. He hugged Mr Grudge, lifted Molehill off his feet and then danced a jig.
Fred Bear, his wife Binny along with Rusty and Lizzy Last shook Mr Grudge's hand with
such affection that he felt it about to fall off, whilst Ivor Brush the chimney sweep slapped
him heartily on the back. Through Mr Grudge‘s ministry the wives and children of these
men had been brought to believe in the Great King, so that now whole families belonged to
him. Suddenly through the throng pushed the widow Sowthistle. He had, dare he a
confirmed bachelor admit it, developed a warm affection for her!!
She kissed him on the cheek, this he returned, feeling himself turning quite red. "I've
missed..." they began to say simultaneously. By now both had faces as red as cockerels
combs. She saved the situation by saying, "Flinthard, I've a nice surprise for you.” With
that she opened her bag and brought out the glowing book. His delight at having that
precious object once more in his possession could not be surpassed. She had retrieved it
during the confusion at Hidden Wood and kept it safe.!
Deep within her heart had been the conviction that Flinthard Grudge with the help of the
Almighty would escape the clutches of President Lucifer and this book more potent than
any two-edged sword would once again be in his hand. "And that's not all!" she continued.
Stepping back she opened the little entrance door to the bar and out bounded Brutus. He
was so excited at seeing his master that despite his great weight he attempted to frolic like
a lamb, but more resembled an hippopotamus. His ungainly gambolling knocked Mr
Grudge to the floor. With that large pink tongue washing his face he was completely
overcome, but was so delighted at seeing his canine companion again the indignity of the
incident hardly mattered to him. How happy he was to be reunited with his friends. He
quickly introduced everyone to each other and all chatted joyfully together. Everyone was
united in fellowship and the thing that created this bond of unity, even though they were
strangers, was their common allegiance to the Great King of Joyland.!
Mr Grudge called for silence. He wanted to know what had happened since his arrest and
imprisonment. It was Barley Stil who told him of the events that followed the ambush at
Hidden Wood. It had been a complete surprise to all, but afterwards it became obvious
that someone had informed about their gathering and Mr Grudge's effective preaching at
Singing Springs. It seemed that as only he had been a target for arrest, (Molehill‘s capture
was purely incidental), that Lucifer for the time being at least was interested only in the one
who was the source of threat to his rulership.!
Mr Grudge's friends concluded that it was the enemy's strategy to win him either by
enticements or threats. Were this successful they reasoned, Lucifer would expect the
insurrection to quickly collapse and his authority be maintained. If however this failed then
he would come down on all concerned with an iron fist. Mr Grudge endorsed his friend's
conclusions as being quite correct, confirming that enticements and threats had indeed
been used by the President, but had failed. The incident at Hidden Wood had taken
everyone by surprise and had affected people differently. Some of a timid disposition were
too terrified to meet with their fellow believers again, whilst others found a righteous anger
kindled within which made them determined to confound Lucifer.!
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These therefore met together as often as they could. Norbert Slack was one of their
number. So angry was he, that after marching down to the market place, he stood atop an
upturned barrel and publicly began to arraign President Lucifer and all he stood for. He
then more than balanced his onslaught by proclaiming the virtues of the Great King. A
crowd soon gathered and it wasn't long before the secret police were at the scene trying to
arrest him. But many in the crowd liked what they heard, became indignant and blocked
the way. This gave Norbert's friends opportunity to drag him away into hiding, for not even
the presence of the police could silence him, but indeed seemed to quicken his anger. He
had been saved from certain incarceration in Castle Lucifer.!
It was now becoming increasingly obvious that Flinthard Grudge’s message was being
spread throughout the district. All those baptised at Singing Springs had been quietly but
busily telling others. The whole town was now buzzing with speculation. "Is it true that
there is a Supreme Being who has sent his servant to Grumbleland with a message of love
and forgiveness?" This question was on everyone's lips. Of course as is so often the case
the message sometimes became distorted. Some were saying that the Almighty was
certainly going to destroy Grumbleland. But Mr Grudge's converts soon corrected those
taken by this error, telling them that such judgement fell only upon those nations who
having heard and understood the Holy One's offer of forgiveness and reconciliation, had
rejected it and continued in their wickedness.!
Nutty Slack's fiery oratory in the market place had fanned the flames of truth already lit by
others and traders travelling to other parts of Grumbleland were taking the message with
them. This resulted in enquirers from other towns and cities coming to Gripetown and
plying its inhabitants with questions. President Lucifer with his extensive network of spies
was not unaware of these developments. Therefore becoming increasingly alarmed he
sent out further police patrols, especially to the more densely populated areas determined
to stamp out this ever-growing threat to his dictatorship.!
The truth had come to Grumbleland as a tiny snowball rolling down a slope of falsehood.
Now it was so growing in volume it seemed likely to fill the land. Mr Grudge and his friends
were now baptising people daily. This had to be done quickly and in secret as news soon
reached the authorities. The President's desperation was such he had even mobilised the
militia. The Great King’s servant dared no longer return to Grudge villa as it was under
constant surveillance. Therefore his friends who were now more numerous than ever
before hid him, moving him about as necessary. All manner of people were testifying to
their lives having changed. Drunkards, wife-beaters, thieves and rogues were transformed.
One remarkable conversion was Madam Tellitall, a well known astrologer.!
The fact that her repentance was sincere could be seen by all. Because people had no
knowledge of the Almighty and knew not how to trust in Him they had tried to satisfy their
desire to know the future and their spiritual hunger by looking to the stars for guidance.
Consequently people like Madam Tellitall took advantage of this and became quite
wealthy. Now she poured scorn upon her past life, confessing that just as she had
deceived others, she too having had a measure of belief in the stars, had been deceived.
She was now determined to make amends and was therefore using her luxuriant and
extensive apartment as a refuge for street children. Truly she was performing deeds
worthy of repentance as were growing numbers of people throughout the town.!
Barley and Patience Stil took five little waifs into their home, whilst Rusty and Lizzy Last
had rescued seven from the streets, two of which proved more than Lizzy could cope with.
They were twins, a boy and girl affectionately known as Salty and Sandy. A pair of more
mischievous little imps had never been seen. They had entered Rusty's workshop and
nailed several pairs of his customer's shoes to the floor. In addition to this they had caused!
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several other little upsets not least being the introduction of epsom salts to the family sugar
bowl. This stirred everyone to activity! It was all too much for Lizzy. Thanks to the antics of
these two rascals she soon received the name Dizzy Lizzy. It was only a matter of time
before Salty and Sandy were placed under the care of Mrs Sowthistle who was able to
administer firm but loving discipline.!
As the people reacted more and more favourably to the Great King’s message the
converts became bolder, loudly proclaiming it in the streets. Unfortunately not everyone
received it gladly. For some their unrighteous lifestyles were very lucrative and they
preferred their ill-gotten wealth to following the Great King. Such morally impoverished
people could not see that in siding with President Lucifer they were in fact aligning
themselves to a loser. These made the converts their enemies and because of this it
seemed that the whole of Grumbleland's population was starting to divide into two camps
and the threat of civil war hung in the air.!
Mr Grudge and indeed all the believers were against bloodshed and the thought of their
fellow countrymen killing each other greatly distressed them. The problem was that even
among the dishonourable elements there were some who hated President Lucifer. They
wanted to continue in their selfish ways but without paying tribute to him. In the present
unrest they saw what they considered to be possibilities to their advantage. If they could
propagate governmental disorder and civil war they might profit over all, for many were
industrialists who could quickly turn to the production of armaments. It was these who
attempted to stir up the people. !
Mr Grudge received a letter from Gus the Gaunt who with his men had gone to a town
named Angerington to proclaim the Great King’s message. Although the people of this
town were known for their churlishness, nevertheless many had received the good news
gladly but were in need of further teaching. Gus wanted to know if Mr Grudge would help.
So the following morning, he with Barley Stil, Rusty Last, Fred Bear, Ivor Brush and Nutty
Slack all mounted on sturdy horses started the twenty five miles to Angerington. With
bottles of wine hanging from their saddles they took the guise of publicans. Mr Grudge and
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Barley Stil although now total abstainers, nevertheless looked especially convincing
because of their bright red noses.!
Before leaving for Angerington Mr Grudge had arranged that the Great King's subjects
should meet at a secret location and so conduct a prayer meeting. The unrest throughout
the land was now so prevalent that civil war seemed almost certain. The people gathered
in their hundreds in a disused quarry in the hills and with great fervency they prayed for
their country to be saved.!
Whilst the great prayer meeting was in operation Mr Grudge and his companions rode
through a narrow pass in the hills midway between Gripetown and Angerington. Here on
the slopes either side were scattered huge boulders and just ahead lying across the road
was a large tree making further progress impossible. As the travellers discussed the best
way to negotiate this obstacle a sudden bloodcurdling cry rent the air and from behind the
boulders either side and along the road behind them rode dozens of President Lucifer's
men. Somehow knowledge of Mr Grudge‘s intentions had reached him and he had set this
ambush.!
"Let it never be said that his munificent highness President Lucifer ever fails to give his
subjects a fair trial," croaked the judge in a voice reminiscent of gravel sliding over tin.
Addressing the specially selected jury, all with faces which would have looked at home in
rogues gallery he continued. "Before you in the dock stand rebels against justice and
righteous citizenship!" With that he reached beneath his desk and brought out what
appeared to be a medicine bottle at the same time coughing as if trying to clear a blockage
from his throat. He then took a long gulp, longer than one would normally take with
medicine and the facial flush that ensued betrayed that the bottle contained something
stronger than its appearance indicated.!
Small bloodshot eyes peered through spectacles perched on the end of a long narrow
nose. The thin, cruel lips curled in a sneer and pointing a claw-like finger first at Mr Grudge
then in turn to each of his companions he addressed the jury. "On trial before you today
stand some typical examples of society's dregs. Now far be it from me that I should
influence you kind gentlemen of the jury. After all Grumbleland's impartial and fair system
of justice is renowned!"!
He took another swig from the bottle and continued. "I am sure that all you fair-minded
people will come to a correct and honest verdict or my name's not Dreadnaught
Swinghamhigh," he growled. The judge's name suited him admirably. Dreadnaught, for he
neither feared God nor cared about men, and Swinghamhigh because he delighted in
pronouncing the harshest sentences on those unfortunates who came under his
jurisdiction. Stabbing the air with his claw of a finger toward Mr Grudge he bellowed to the
jury. "Let it never be forgotten that our nation's glorious leader has been as fair as fair can
be, especially to that one! But how did he respond to such undeserved kindness you may
ask? Why the ungrateful wretch flung it back in his highnesses face!" Then lowering his
pitch in a not very convincing attempt to sound innocent and impartial he said yet again,
"Far be it from me that I should influence you."!
Various witnesses of dubious character took the stand to give 'evidence‘ against the
accused men. It was said that Flinthard Grudge and Norbert Slack were both guilty of
inciting insurrection, whilst Barley Stil and Rusty Last were accused of kidnapping children.
But the accusation which was levelled at all of them and carried by far the greatest
condemnation was that of treason. Had they not sold out to a foreign power, the Great
King, and did this not make them worthy of death?!
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The counsel for the prosecution, one Bertrand Blameworthy, fired all these accusations
and more besides at the six victims. He was very bold in this for he was aware thai apart
from the accused he had the support of everyone present especially the Judge.!
Under the law of the land the accused were allowed to hire a defending counsellor, but
were aware that although the system of justice was made to appear fair, inwardly it was
utterly corrupt and false. Because Mr Grudge was the most gifted in eloquence among
them they chose him to be their defendant. He accepted this offer although he did not
consider himself worthy of it.!
His oratory consisted of a simple comparison of life in Grumbleland to life in Joyland. He
explained that were the former to be transformed into the likeness of the latter then
happiness would result. He went on to say that such transformation came only when
individuals forsook their selfish ways and found faith in the Great King who alone could
bring forgiveness for all their past evil. All he, Mr Grudge, had done was to convey this
teaching to the people, many of whom had benefitted from it in a most marvellous way. As
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for the accusations of stealing children, the men had simply taken under their wings such
foundlings as had no-one to care for them.!
At mention of the Great King of Joyland, Bertrand Blameworthy, who was very much in the
pay of President Lucifer flew into a purple rage. With eyes bulging he spat out charges of
high treason against the nation and its leader with great ferocity in an attempt to make the
accused cower. This was of no avail, for Mr Grudge, despite the unjust tirade, remained
calm. Serene in countenance he was quite amazed at his 'own' calm and that of his
fellows. Then he remembered how in the glowing book the Great King had promised his
peace to those who would follow him. Also no matter what their accusers said they could
not overcome the words spoken by the defendants. Again Mr Grudge remembered His
Majesty's promise that when his followers are brought before rulers they will be given
words which cannot be overcome. How he marvelled.!
Judge Dreadnaught Swinghamhigh ordered the villainous looking jury to retire whilst they
decided the verdict. They were gone for all of five minutes. One minute would have
sufficed for that predetermined ‘decision’ but they didn't want to appear too hasty. Once
the motley crew had reassembled in the jury box the Judge in sombre tone asked them if
they had reached a verdict. Their foreman a Mr Mercilack gave the affirmative. "And how
do you find the accused, guilty or not guilty?" he said eagerly. With a look as black as night
and little piggish eyes filled with malice the foreman of the jury, pointing a stubby finger a
Mr Grudge and his companions thundered, "We find them guilty as charged on all points!"
Grunts, shouts and nods of approval came from all over the courtroom.!
The poor defendants stood before their accusers like lambs for the slaughter. Then Judge
Dreadnaught Swinghamhigh, wearing the most solemn expression he could muster,
gravely pronounced the sentence. "You, the accused, having been justly tried by this court
and found guilty of the most heinous crimes against the nation and its glorious leader must
now inherit the consequences.” Reaching under his lectern he drew out a black cloth
which he placed upon his head. Then with a positive glow of pleasure in those bloodshot
eyes he said, "From this courtroom you will be placed on public display whilst being taken
to a place of execution where you will be burned at the stake as a warning and example to
all. Proof that rebellion against President Lucifer and his government does not pay. Take
them away!"!
Because Mr Grudge and his companions were citizens of Gripetown the mockery of a trial
had been held in that town's Chief Magistrates Court. This building stood on the outskirts
and it was from here they were to be taken to the most central part of town, the market
place and scene of many of their past activities. There they were to be burned until dead.
Placed in a wooden cage on top of an open horse drawn cart the condemned men
endured a purposefully slow journey to their place of execution. Slow so that as many
people as possible might observe them. Humiliation in public view before being consumed
by the flames was to be their lot, thus deterring any who might consider following their
example. They were to spend the night caged at the market place and carefully guarded.
The dreadful deed was to take place the following day which President Lucifer had
declared a national holiday with celebrations for all.!
Shivering in the cold night air, locked in their market place cage the six friends were close
to despair. feeling forlorn and forsaken, neither families nor friends dare approach them for
fear of the consequences, they waited for the dawn. Then at two o'clock, when everything
seemed at its darkest and they at their lowest ebb, when despair started to cover them like
a thick suffocating blanket, Mr Grudge began to feel a sudden warmth in his soul. !
A comfort which seemed to minister even to the deep recesses of his being began to fill
him so that he no longer noticed the cold. This ministering warmth was accompanied by
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peace and joy, profound and yet not unfamiliar. Yes, he had experienced this before when
in the presence of the Great King. "Do you feel it?" He repeated the question. "Yes, we feel
it!" replied his companions in unison. "He is here by his Holy Spirit!" What happened next
would have totally dumbfounded any onlookers. The only ones present were the guards
who up to that moment had been dozing, but not for long.!
Suddenly and simultaneously the prisoners began to laugh. Joy burst from them with such
power it could not be contained. Springs of holy mirth welled up in their souls and came
pouring from their lips as did tears of joy from their eyes. Accompanying all this were
frequent shouts of praises to the Almighty and the Great King. What transformation! What
a totally unnatural phenomenon! People about to die and under very painful circumstances
at that, simply do not act in such a way. Why, they were behaving as if about to enter into
life, not death! The guards, all of who were totally perplexed, could at first only stare at the
prisoners and then at each other, their mouths agape. Some said "They are mad!" Others
more discerning said, "No, they're not mad. People don't go collectively mad. Rather they
have been visited by the Almighty!" But as they argued the six prisoners began to sing a
chorus of praise.!
"Now are we about to die,!
And our tethered spirits fly,!
The flames our bodies will consume,!
But with souls transported soon,!
Shall enraptured praises sing,!
In the glory to our King.!
So with voices here and now,!
Also gladdened hearts that bow,!
We bless the one to whom we go,!
With praises that shall ever flow.”!
Not one of them had learned this song. It was as though it had been conceived in each of
them at the same moment by supernatural means. The perplexity of the guards simply
increased. They did not know how to react to such outlandish behaviour. Later when
everyone had settled down for what remained of the night, some of them came to quietly
question the captives. This resulted in some becoming believers in the Great King. They
wanted to release them but could not because the majority still gave their allegiance to
President Lucifer.!
Dawn broke to the sounds of crowing cockerels and banging hammers as the presidential
box was erected. It was from here that Lucifer intended to observe the executions,
something he would enjoy with great relish. In full view of this structure, six stout wooden
stakes were being set into the ground in a tight circle whilst piles of faggots brought on
carts were piled around each stake. The fires were going to be large and fierce.!
As the morning wore on, people began to drift into the Market place. Some viewed the
scene with morbid interest, whilst others rubbed their hands in avid anticipation of the
coming event. These latter ones went as if to taunt the prisoners, but those guards who
had been much affected by the night's events would not allow this and therefore kept them
at bay. The crowd increased and among it the captives recognised many friendly faces.
The people fell into two main categories. Almost all had heard the message proclaimed by
Mr Grudge and his friends in recent weeks. Some had received it gladly, whilst others
unwilling to depart from their evil ways had rejected it. Therefore those believers present
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were grief stricken at the impending executions, but the unbelievers were filled with wicked
glee, glad that those who had spoken words that exposed all their wrong-doing were about
to be silenced, they thought, for ever.!
Among the crowd were the prisoner's families and friends, therefore many tears were
shed. These dear ones could not draw near, for a fence had now been erected to keep the
crowd at a distance. Mr Grudge could see Serena Sowthistle and Molehill. She had her
arm around the boy in an effort to comfort him. A stab of pain and loneliness pierced the
condemned man's heart which hitherto had been filled with rapturous joy, as he considered
his imminent severance from them never to be seen again in this present life.!
The sound of musical instruments filled the air as a brass band headed the motley
procession, leading it into the market place. Jesters, acrobats and clowns all in colourful
array performed their varying acts with great dexterity adding much to the carnival mood.
In the middle of the column, carried in his scarlet and gold sedan chair by a company of
dwarfs all dressed in livery and surrounded by his personal guards sat President Lucifer, a
cruel smile of contented anticipation covering his face.!
The market place and surrounding area were filled with a hubbub of excited voices as
fortune-tellers and astrologers plied their trade, whilst bogus 'doctors' stood on open
backed wagons, selling bottles of cure-all medicine. One even claimed he had invented a
substance with properties capable of growing curly and luxuriant locks on the baldest of
heads. The hairs in his own pate were about as plentiful as those on a rat's tail but a bushy
wig disguised this fact. He demonstrated the potency of his so-called miracle hair restorer
by displaying the palm of his hand from which it appeared hair had sprouted. This he
attributed to having accidentally spilled the wonder substance which he claimed had
possibilities beyond all imagination. He held high a bottle of the liquid in his left hand. It
was clearly labelled Dr Bluff's Miracle Hair Restorer. Thumping the wooden counter with
his right fist he exclaimed, "My old dad always said, the only man you can really trust is
one with hair growing from the palm of his hand!" Then slapping his thighs he began to
roar with laughter. All this of course was nothing but a big hoax at the expense of others. A
sham, just like the lives of many people present there in the market place. Only those who
had put their trust in the Great King were living lives with true meaning. Lives which would
have genuine and lasting effect even into eternity.!
President Lucifer ascended the steps to the presidential box amidst the cheers of his
supporters. These were noticeably fewer than in the days before Flinthard Grudge had
returned to Grumbleland and started his work. Many in the crowd were sad and silent, for
they had come to both love and respect the six innocents who were even now being tied to
their death stakes. Before sitting on his throne which was elaborately carved with the
shapes of serpents, scorpions and other deadly creatures the President made a speech.
“My loyal subjects," he hissed in his serpentine but far-reaching voice. "This is indeed a
happy day!" His malicious green eyes darted here and there scanning the crowd. Then
staring at the six martyrs to be, he extended a spindly finger and shouted with much
venom in his voice. "Today justice shall hold sway!” How prophetical and true did those
words prove to be, though he, a stranger to the truth meant them as a lie, but their
outcome was to be far different to what he expected.!
He continued addressing the crowd. "Standing before you are six would-be usurpers who
by their insurrection have dared to challenge me. Yes, me with my strong yet benevolent
authority and firm yet magnanimous rulership! How futile were their efforts, which as you
see have come to nothing. They stand as an example to all the people of Grumbleland
proving that rebellion against me always fails and ends in death! Of course the basis for
their folly is their faith in the so-called Great King of Joyland. They were foolish enough to
switch their allegiance from me to him! Oh what simple-minded nitwits you are!" he said to
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the six condemned men. "Why did you think you could succeed in rebelling against me the
greatest ruler in the world?" he thundered sticking out his chest. "Where is this Great King
about whom you preach so fervently. Where is he now during your hour of need?" Then
with peels of evil, mocking laughter he made a signal to the grim faced executioner who
stood by holding a burning torch.!

!
As the executioner extended his torch toward the piles of faggots the mighty blast of a
trumpet pierced the air. So powerful and commanding was its noise that it overwhelmed all
other sounds and as if by some Divine power drew everyone‘s gaze skyward creating such
a hush and lack of movement in the crowd that it appeared to have turned to stone.
Coming from the direction of the distant mountains was a mighty flotilla of airships. All
splendid in appearance, each bearing the Great King's insignia, a golden crown above a
cross, they headed directly for the market place. The leading craft, which was by far the
most regal in appearance was soon hovering directly above. The mooring cable was
lowered, the anchor finding purchase on a street lamp standard.!
Once the crowd had overcome the initial shock it didn't take them long to realise an
invasion was taking place and they knew who the invader was: "The Great King is here!"
This exclamation echoed again and again around the town. All of this had a two-fold effect
upon the people. Some began to cheer and wave their arms ecstatically, jumping with joy,
yet shedding tears of gladness. But others turning quite pale, started to shiver and shake
with fright. These latter tried to flee from the source of their terror. As they did so the earth
began to quake forming fissures which rapidly opened into large gaping crevasses. It was
into these that the fleeing wicked tumbled hurtling down to the caverns of Hell. But not one
individual who had placed his trust in the Great King and welcomed his coming suffered
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any harm. It was these who were quick to seize the opportunity to free Mr Grudge and his
five companions.!
But what about President Lucifer who only moments ago had been boasting that he was
the world's greatest leader? Being much more astute and faster to size up the situation
than others, his first reaction was to turn as white as death. However in a flash he had
gathered his wits and his body-guards and was making his escape from the market place,
even before the earth began to crack open. As he, with his retinue headed for the edge of
town and Castle Lucifer, a huge net plummeted earthwards released from an airship. It
almost ensnared them all, but slippery character as he was, he managed to avoid capture.!
Aided by his cunning and a knowledge of the land he gained the temporary safety of his
castle in whose grounds he kept an airship. Indeed it was the only one in all Grumbleland,
excluding of course the Great King's many craft. Yes Lucifer too knew the secret of flight.
Indeed he was known as the prince of the power of the air. In this sinister looking flying
machine, with its black balloon and red dragon emblem he managed to make his escape
over the mountains to a distant country.!
The remainder of the most wicked people in the land who had avoided being swallowed up
when the earth had opened her mouth, attempted to join him in his spacious craft, but true
to his evil nature he took not one aboard. Even though they had served him faithfully and
expected his help during their time of need, he deserted them all showing neither pity nor
remorse. Such was their terror of the Great King's punishment that they tried to follow their
treacherous master on foot over the mountains only to perish on those high ranges, sliding
down fissures which led to that awful place that awaits all the unrepentant wicked.!
Now that Grumbleland's evil dictator had gone, the transformation of the land and its
people could begin. This had already started in those people who had believed in the
Great King through the preaching of Mr Grudge and others. But now the whole nation was
going to benefit for His Majesty had now blessed them with his physical presence. The
large flotilla of airships were now safely moored in the open country. Out of them had
poured the Great King’s warriors. These were more than a match for the evil forces of
President Lucifer who had fled in stark terror. The invasion had affected every city and
major town in the country. Now the people were free, they immediately sent heralds to
proclaim their new-found liberty in every far-flung corner of the land. The poor wretches
who slaved in the mines were at once released and cared for in their poor state of health.
And now people from every part of Grumbleland flooded into Gripetown to see and hear
the Great King.!
The scene in Gripetown‘s public park was unique and glorious. Unique, for never before
had Grumbleland throughout all of its long history witnessed the gathering of such a vast
crowd. And glorious because never had the nation seen such a figure as he who sat upon
the throne, around who people from every part of the land were gathered in wonder and
praise. His Majesty ascended the steps to the Royal throne with splendid dignity. This was
the same glorious seat seen by Mr Grudge in the Royal Palace at Peace City. He
recognised the cherubim of pure hammered gold with their arching wings which formed a
canopy. Then the conquering liberating monarch exchanged his battle helmet for the crown
of supreme kingship, taking in his hand the royal sceptre which bore the words
Righteousness and Truth. Around him were his warriors clothed in battle array and beyond
these the vast crowd of Grumbleland.!
His Majesty's appearance was heralded by a fanfare of trumpets which caused the excited
crowd to fall silent. During this hush the Great King's Major-domo Sir High Lee Exalted
stood at the podium and commanded that silence be maintained whilst his Majesty
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addressed the people. Then the figure on the throne rose to his feet and stretched out his
arms as though to embrace the huge crowd before him.!
He spoke in a voice so clear and strong that miraculously it could be heard even by those
stood at the distant perimeter of the vast throng and it seemed to all like a tide of pure love
sweeping over them. "People of Grumbleland. Once you were not a free people but slaves
to your wicked ways and prisoners to that evil despot Lucifer who is now banished from
this land for ever and who shall at the time appointed meet his end. Now that the tyrant
has fled and no longer holds sway over your lives you are free to follow me, your rightful
monarch in joyful service. I will not lay a heavy weight upon your backs, for my yoke is
easy and my burden is light and you shall find rest in your souls!" With that came a roar of
approval from the crowd which in the distance sounded like a peal of thunder. Then silence
fell again and every ear became so attentive that it seemed the whole of nature was
listening, fearful lest even one life-inspiring word which proceeded from the Monarch's lips
should be lost. And little wonder, for what he said next was enough to make the birds sing
and the flowers bloom! "The transformation of all things is at hand! No longer shall
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Grumbleland suffer from the pollution of its sky, rivers, streams and lakes. The smog which
caused so much ill health shall be no more, for the restructuring of industry and the proper
usage of natural resources will cause its disappearance. But even more important than
these external things and indeed responsible for their coming transformation is the change
that has already begun in many of you. This is the time of new beginnings! No more shall
little children suffer ill-use and want. The strong and powerful are no longer able to trample
upon the weak, nor shall men be exploited as in former times. The elderly shall not be left
in loneliness to fend for themselves and suffer winter's chill for lack of fuel. Purveyors of
falsehood and occult practice are no more. The land is purged of charlatans and tricksters.
Lucifer, who was the dynamo which energised and inspired such evil-doers, deserted them
leaving them powerless, whilst the earth itself swallowed them up! All of you were in some
shape or form guilty of evil too, but thanks to the grace of the Almighty you have found
within yourselves repentance and faith in me. Therefore I declare you forgiven and now
none may justly point his finger at you in condemnation. You have become my subjects.
Oh happy people that you are! This country shall no longer be called Grumbleland but
Pleasantland and shall be held in renown throughout the earth!"!
The Great King signalled to Sir High Lee Exalted who again mounted the podium and
proclaimed that now the time had come for the rewarding of his Majesty's faithful servants.
Mr Grudge was amazed at what he saw next, for filing through the crowd came a line of
footmen, each bearing on his shoulder a metal-bound cedarwood chest. On every chest
the owner's name was displayed in gold painted letters. He recognised them immediately
as the trophy boxes first seen in the Great King's Palace what now seemed such a long
time ago. Names were called out and in turn the owners stepped forward each one to be
honoured by his Majesty and receive the contents of their respective trophy boxes.!
The Major-domo‘s voice boomed with clarity. "Barley Stil, Patience Stil, Rusty Last, Lizzy
Last, Fred Bear, Binny Bear, Gus the Gaunt. There were many, many more names which
Mr Grudge did not know. His heart began to pound with increasing excitement as he
watched his friends receive their rewards, all of which had been tried by fire. As name after
name was called he became anxious. Had the Great King forgotten him? Would he have
any reward to receive? After all his works of service must have been tried by fire.
Supposing he had performed them with a wrong attitude of heart and mind, for his own
glory instead of the Great King's, then they would burn to ash like wood, hay and straw!
But he remembered reading something in the glowing book about the first being last and
the last first.!
The solemn voice of Sir High Lee Exalted continued to call forth the Great King's servants.
"Serena Sowthistle, Molehill, Mayor Laidback...." Mayor Laidback! Mr Grudge was
stunned. Had he not left him behind in Joyland, then what was he doing here in
Grumbleland receiving his reward for service? All was made clear later. The Mayor with
Ironson Breakloose and others were each commissioned by his Majesty to carry his
wonderful message of deliverance to distant parts of Grumbleland. They had entered the
country by airship just as Flinthard Grudge had and since then had been quietly working,
bringing many to trust in the Great King. And he had thought himself to be the only
messenger at work!!
As each trophy box was opened varying amounts of precious substances of many types
were brought out. Gold, silver and costly gems were in abundance. Garments of the
choicest material and most elegant design were placed upon all who had faithfully served
His Majesty. A glittering crown was placed on every head, for those who had suffered with
him, would now reign with him as kings, subject only to the Great King himself. Everyone
was given a personal document which bore both the Royal signature and seal. These
certified the owner's position and authority, giving a description of his responsibilities under
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the new order. And last of all each received a white stone which contained a new name.7
These rewards varied considerably in their richness which depended upon the faithfulness
in service shown to his Majesty by each recipient. Some trophy boxes contained only
ashes, for the motivation behind the works of the owners had been for self-glory alone,
though they themselves were still members of the kingdom of Pleasantland and belonged
to the Great King.!
"Flinthard Grudge." The Major-domo's bell-like tone filled the air. Mr Grudge approached
the throne all a tremble, yet filled with wondrous joy. The rewards from his trophy box were
so abundant that he could barely hold them all. As his Majesty placed the glittering crown
upon his head and handed him his document and white stone, the weary warrior
considered that all the suffering he had undergone on behalf of this Great King was not
worthy to be compared with the glory he was now experiencing. The love and approval
which could be so clearly read in those Royal eyes contained a reward which outweighed
by far the abundance of riches bestowed upon this faithful labourer. As did also his
Majesty’s comment, "Well done you good and faithful servant."!
And so joy had now reached its peak in the life of Flinthard Grudge. His certificate
revealed that he had been promoted to the position of Prime Minister of the new country of
Pleasantland, for Grumbleland was no more. How interesting, for this was the very position
offered to him by President Lucifer as a bribe. Had he accepted them instead of the joy
and glory he now experienced he would have received eternal shame and loss. But what
about the white stone which contained his new name?8 Well that is known only to himself,
the Great King and of course the Great King's Father. No, not even the author knows Mr
Grudge's new name. Now isn’t that something?!

!
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THE END
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